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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1. General

The study of the origin and propagation of electro
magnetic waves is one of the oldest problems considered by 
physicists and mathematicians. The first part of the spec
trum of the electromagnetic waves studied was the "visible 
light" region. This was of more interest to study because 
of the fact that it affected human sensory organs. Other 
parts of the spectrum studied well were the "ultraviolet", 
"infrared", and "radio frequency" regions. The advent of 
modern physics and technology extended our knowledge to the 
far end of the spectrum on the side of very small wave 
lengths, e.g. X rays of wave length 10“9 to 10“^  meter and 
gamma rays 10”-*-0 to 10”^  meter. Also low frequency "radio" 
waves with frequencies of a few kilocycles per second have 
been studied. Every part of the electromagnetic spectrum
has helped us to learn more about the physical world, e.g.,

-7 1 iiwave lengths of 10 ‘ to 10 m gave insight into atomic and 
nuclear phenomena, while the well known 21 cm wave length 
radiation from one clouds of interstellar hydrogen gave in
formation about the galaxy. Frequencies of a few kilocycles 
per second constitute the ' probe* that can tell us about 
the earth's magnetosphere (region of space dominated by the 
earth's magnetic field) as far as 3 to 5 earth radii (Re)*

1



These waves of 10^m wave length (so called "Whistlers") 
are very useful for the study of the electron density in the 
magnetosphere. However, the far low frequency end of the 
spectrum remained unexplored, i.e., the region of very long 
wave length and very small frequencies. In Figure 1 which 
scans the whole range of the spectrum, the region under dis
cussion is of wave lengths 10  ̂to 10^^ meters (frequencies 
of 1 to 10“3 cps). It is known that low frequency electro
magnetic waves in the presence of a magnetic field and a 
plasma become waves of a different type called "Alfven" 
waves or hydromagnetic waves. Our primary interest is to 
study such low frequency hydromagnetic waves. It will be 
shown that the production of such waves requires special 
conditions which are not easily obtained in the laboratory.

This was one of the reasons that interest in the 
area of the low frequency waves only recently developed.
It was in 19̂ -2 that these waves were postulated by Alfven^. 
The method of detection of these waves is different from the 
conventional methods. Instead of the electric component of 
the waves, the magnetic component is more easily detected. 
The amplitude of the magnetic component of these waves is 
so small that very sensitive magnetometers are required. 
Preliminary studies were done as early as 1920 (Angenheis- 
ter and Rolf) to detect small changes in the earth's mag
netic field. These investigations were only observational 
studies, however, and it was not understood that the small 
regular changes in the earth's field might be hydromagnetic 
waves transformed into electromagnetic waves in the lower



ionosphere. The reason again was our lack of awareness of 
"hydromagnetic" phenomena at that time.

In 195^> Dungey attampted in a very careful manner 
a theoretical study of oscillatory variations of the earth's

pfield . His work was so intensive that it induced many othe 
workers to work on details of these problems. He tried to 
identify the frequencies of oscillation of the earth's 
field as eigenperiods of the oscillatory outer atmosphere. 
This involved many assumptions and simplifications in the 
problem. The important contribution was to consider the 
small variations in the earth's magnetic field (micropulsa
tions) as a manifestation of hydromagnetic waves originated 
somewhere in the earth's outer atmosphere (Dungey assumed 
the boundary of the geomagnetic field at 10 to 12 Rg as 
the source of the disturbance) and propagated downward to 
the earth. Sugiura^ presented the first observational evi
dence of hydromagnetic waves found in ground magnetometer 
records. This work is related to our study and will be 
discussed in detail in Chapter II.

As mentioned before, the hydromagnetic wave changes 
into an electromagnetic wave in the lower ionosphere and the 
magnetic component of this wave is the cause of "micropul
sations". Realization of this opened a new field of inves
tigation, since geophysical dimensions are appropriate for 
the generation of low frequfcncy hydromagnetic waves. The 
problem is not simple, since the "micropulsations" are 
complex phenomena. Systematic study of long period 
micropulsations has been difficult since it is complicated
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by the fact that so many simultaneous disturbances are 
involved. Information on the particle density and tempera
ture in the outer atmosphere, pertinent to wave propagation, 
has not been available. This situation has been somewhat 
remedied by the use of artificial satellites in recent 
years.

2. Statement of the Problem

It is our intention to learn more about these com
plex phenomena by using the magnetic field measurements in 
space obtained by the artificial earth satellite Explorer XII.
The low frequency hydromagnetic waves serve as a probe of

/ “ x 4the more distant (5 -10 RE) regions of the magnetosphere
The most effective way to learn as much as we can about the
low frequency hydromagnetic waves is to investigate them in
space by using satellite measurements of the magnetic field,
and simultaneously Identifying them in ground magnetometer
records. It is the primary aim of this investigation to
study the frequencies, amplitudes, polarizations and modes
of propagation of the low frequency hydromagnetic waves
existing in the magnetosphere of the earth at equatorial
distances between 5 to 10 RE and to identify them with
changes in the earth's magnetic field at the ground level.

Before going to this problem, we shall review the 
concepts in "magnetohydrodynamics" pertinent to our problem 
and recent theoretical work on hydromagnetic waves. On the 
experimental side, an account of the magnetometers employed 
In the Explorer 12 experiment will be given.
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3. Basic Principle of Magnetohydrodynamics

The subject of magnetohydrodynamics or hydromag
netics was put on the firm basis by Alfven in 19^2. Specu
lations about this phenomenon really started as early as 1908 
when Hale discovered that the sun has a magnetic field.
His discovery opened discussion on the theory of sunspots. 
Cowling suggested the idea of a convection of magnetic field 
from deep layers of the sun to its surface. However, the 
concept of a "frozen-in" field was not well understood.

theorem that in a highly conducting fluid embedded in a 
magnetic field relative motion between the matter and the 
field lines is prohibited. His theorem is as follows:

"Every motion (perpendicular to the field) of the 
liquid in relation to the lines of force is for
bidden because it can give infinite eddy currents. 
The matter of the liquid is fastened to the lines 
of force."
The mathematical proof if very simple^. Consider

whereQ—■ is the conductivity and the velocity of the 
fluid which has magnetic induction B in it. (The validity 
of (3*2) will be justified in Appendix A) Now if 
we obtain,

Alfven^ clearly stated for the first time the

the Maxwell equation from Farady's induction law,

(3.1)
and Ohm1 a law,

(3-2)

(3.3)
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(3.4)

This means that there is no electric field in the system 
moving with the fluid velocity ')£. . Using this value of 
E from equation (3*3) in (3«l) we get

M

This implies that the flux of magnetic induction through 
a circuit of fluid particles is constant. The above condi
tion is illustrated by considering a surface S bounded by 
the a closed curve C made up of the particles.

\ 7 x O x b )

The magnetic flux (ĵ  through surface S is

(3.5)

As the surface S and curve C move, the change
in A  consists of a local change and the change due to
the motion of a curve C which is given by considering that 
an element of curve d)t moves "0* dt in time dt and sweeps
area

(.41 x v )  dt (3.6)

The flux through this surface element is

B - ( 7j x v  )dt (3-7)

and its rate of change is
*=• y-x.’B - M .
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Integration around C gives the rate of decrease of flux 
through area S due to the motion of C,

« - 8>c
By Stokefs theorem and using equation (3*5)

By equation (3»*0 the right hand side equals to zero. 
Therefore

Cu ZZ. Constant (3*10)/V)
This is a very important conclusion. It implies that there 
may be motion of the fluid along the lines of force of the 
magnetic field, but that any motion perpendicular to the 
lines of force carries them with the fluid. This law, 
therefore opened a new branch of cosmical physics, magneto
hydrodynamics.

Now let us consider the conditions that we used to 
achieve these results. The only condition used here is 
that the fluid is highly conducting, i.e., . However,
this condition alone is not enough to observe "hydromag
netic" phenomena. For this reason we shall consider the 
fundamental equations of magnetohydrodynamics and carefully 
note the approximations made in this process. We shall 
show that in addition to the condition 0~Z-±,oO> conditions 
on characteristic length and time must be satisfied to ob
serve the phenomenon. Usually large dimensions are neces
sary to satisfy these conditions. We shall bring out the



difference in the approach of laboratory electrodynamics 
and cosmical electrodynamics (by cosmicalj We mean large 
dimensions compared to laboratory dimensions) including 
the reason that laboratory experiments did not reveal these 
effects. In later sections we shall show that all these 
conditions are satisfied in the region of the magnetosphere 
in which we are interested.

4. Fundamental Equations and Approximations 
in Hydromagnetics

Before 1942, the motion of ions in electromagnetic 
fields was considered by taking into account the action of 
the field on the ions. The action of ions on the fields was 
neglected. Alfven'1' considered the mutual interplay of the 
action of the fields on the ions and action of the ions on 
the fields.

To make the situation more clear, let us consider 
a conducting fluid moving with velocity V" in the magnetic 
field B. This motion induces an electric field "\r x B, 
which sets up currents and further modifies the original 13 
field exerting pressure on the fluid. These processes are 
best depicted in Figure 3 and are given mathematically by 
the following equations. These are combinations of Max
well's equations and hydrodynamic equations.

g' = F-h]rxB
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(^.3)
■a-t

= f/e. 
Fe = J x-S

(4.4)

0-5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

In the above equations, is the density of matter,
the density of charge, the electromagnetic force, Fq 
force due to the gradient of pressure etc., and other 
symbols have the usual meaning.

consider them carefully in the light of their physical sig
nificance and the approximations made in their use.
Equation (4.1) gives E_ in the reference frame moving with 
the fluid. The term\jrx 13 is due to the induction field 
and E_ is obtained from equation (4.4) and not from the 
space charge equation (4.5)• This is the difference be
tween laboratory electrodynamics and cosmic electrodynamics 
which will be discussed in more detail in the next section. 
At present, the above explanation will suffice.

It is the familiar Ohm's law and its validity can be ques
tioned in the problems with which we shall be concerned.
We are interested in the hydromagnetic problems in the mag-

Let us examine the above equations one by one and

Equation (4.2) needs very careful examination.
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netosphere covering the geocentric distance 5 to 10 Rg. 
Considering the fully ionized plasma there it is shown in 
Appendix A (also see Spitzer, Ginzburg, or any standard 
book on plasma physics) that equation (4.2) holds if

C J  (4.9)

w  < <  y e /  (4.io)

€ *  ̂  (4.11)
where co is the frequency of changes in magnetic field, cfi i 
is Larmor ion frequency, coe is the Larmor electron frequen
cy and y&/ is the electron-ion collision frequency. These 
conditions allow us to neglect , J_ X B_ , and
'bJ terms in the generalized Ohm's law which leads to 
equation (4.2). Actually this relation is the "hydromag
netic" condition in the sense that it tells us that the 
ionized gas can be treated as a fluid*. This relation is 
easy to satisfy in astrophysical and certain geophysical 
problems. Following Figure 3j the currents set up affect 
the magnetic field, from which we get equation (4.3).
This equation needs further consideration. The total cur
rent J flowing in the medium is made of three parts:

*In fact, the condition u> << )/<?/ , is not satis
fied as can be seen in Appendix B, but the condition for 
using the hydrodynamic description is fulfilled by the con
dition co << . This condition is sufficient but not nec
essary, the necessary condition is co «  -/ )/e ) l/z
Both of these conditions are well satisfied in the magneto
sphere (see Appendix B) and the plasma there can be consid
ered as fluid.
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Jtotal Jconv + Jcond + Jdlsp (4.12)

The convection current is negligible if T^<<Cand the dis-

Since Jconv and J^isp can be neglected compared to Jcond in 
the problems in which we are interested, the equation takes 
the form

The above approximation of neglecting displacement current 
raises a further question if we consider the interpretation 
of Maxwell’s introduction of displacement current. This cur
rent was introduced to make total J solenoidal, i.e.,

Physically, this means that discontinuities in the current 
due to accumulation of charges at points are neglected. The 
current then flows in a closed circuit. The neglect of the 
displacement current implies that interruption of current 
flow due to a space charge should be neglected, i.e., the 
currents which cause space charge at boundaries should be 
neglected. Therefore, ^ ‘̂ COnd ~ ®  anĉ  we can neSlec  ̂the 
force term JJ E_ due to space charge in the equation of mo
tion. The space charge itself is not neglected. In fact 
the space charge plays important roles in many problems.

netohydroaynamics, but we cannot write either. In-
Estead it is approximated as - —  where Lc is the

1^placement current is negligible for low frequency waves .

Cohd

Therefore, we shall not use V'£: further in mag-
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dimension of the system.
The approximations considered in this section are:
1} Ohm’s law holds in the form _J = E.
2) Displacement and convection currents are neglec

ted.

5. Condition for "Frozen-in" Fields

In Section 3* we showed with the approximation 
OO that there cannot be relative motion between matter 

and the magnetic field (in the perpendicular direction) in 
a highly conducting fluid. However, we did not consider 
the actual physical conditions for which this can be real
ized, i.e. the dimensions of the system and the time con
stant. In order to get some idea about these quantities 
consider the equations (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) with
out considering ( y oo then, we get

= O-yW. — V x C  v X H ) j  (5.1)

Consider two cases in the above equation.
(a) Assume ~ ° t we have the diffusion equation

2.., _  1 <*H  i
V - H  —  ^  ^ g-jj. (5.2)

This diffusion equation has a time constant

"̂ t> ~ f*'*" L (5.3)

where L is the linear dimension. It means that the field 
decreases by 1/e due to "slipping" or "leakage" through 
the conductor, in a time tD when the system is stationary.
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Some examples of this are?:
1. Copper sphere of 1 m diameter has tD ̂  10 sec.
2. Earth's field has a decay time tD <^ 15000 years.
3. Sunspot has decay time of 300 years.
4. Mercury sample in the laboratory has a decay

time of less than one second.
These examples show that long time constants are

possible in astrophysical and geophysical phenomena, but 
laboratory conditions lead to smaller time constants.

cloud is curl free and the magnetic field is "frozen-in" 
as shown in Section 3.

conducting medium is in motion, which is a frequent case 
in geophysical problems, we can get a condition by which 
the diffusion would be negligible. If the motion is com
pleted in a time very small compared with the time constant 
tp, the diffusion is negligible and convection predominates. 
That is, if

This condition implies that (T^ooalone is not enough to 
observe hydromagnetic effects. The dimension of the system 
also should be very large.

(b) Now consider (j""— Q &

This also means that ^sJytE^ O. Any IS'. field in the plasma

When both (a) and (b) hold, i.e., when a highly

(5.5)
we have /<<rL lr > > 1
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The lines of magnetic force leak very slowly through
the conductor in a very large conducting mass. However, it
is understood that magnetic field should be large enough (at

2-least dL- 'X, ) for the effective coupling of electro
magnetic and material forces. Because of the required 
large dimensions to satisfy condition (5*5), "hydromagnetics" 
was not discovered for a long time. Some experiments in the

Q
laboratory were performed by Lundquist with mercury and 
sodium following Alfven's work and more recently by Wilcox

Qwith plasma . These experiments confirmed the prediction 
of Alfven. But many times, laboratory experiments may be 
misleading because of the limitations on space and time 
scales. Recently solid state plasma studies have been used 
successfully with electronic techniques to study Alfven 
waves.

Whatever precautions may be taken in the labora
tory, only a very crude picture of cosmic phenomena can be 
reproduced. Therefore, we can only get a glimpse of cosmic 
phenomena in the laboratory. In Section 6, the fundamental 
difference in the approach to cosmic electrodynamics will 
be considered. One clear difference can be seen from the 
equation (5*1) of this section. Rewrite this equation as

= V X  B ) + > 1  (5-6)

We know that the currents in a laboratory conductor are 
mainly determined by conductivity 6"“*. But CT' has very 
little immediate effect on the current in the cosmic case.
A large change in will produce no great change in and
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so no change In the current. It will affect only the second 
term in equation (5*6) which itself is very small compared 
to the first term. A discussion of cosmical electrodynamics 
which leads to the existence of Alfven waves, will he the 
topic for the following section.

6. Cosmical Electrodynamics

Let us first consider ordinary laboratory electro
dynamics. We shall ask such questions as: "What drives the
current? Where does the electric field come from?" The 
answer is that the current is driven by the electric field 
and the electric field is produced by the space charge and 
the change in the magnetic field. We can represent the
scheme as follows

This familiar approach to electrodynamics is inappropri
ate to cosmic electrodynamics. Another approach is given 
by Cowling10 and Dungey11 in which the above order is, in 
fact, reversed.

In Section A we have argued that space charge is of 
little interest in the cosmic electrodynamics. Therefore, 
the approach taken is that we do not calculate fields from 
the sources, but calculate the sources from the given fields. 
This approach reverses the above order of the cause and 
effect. This new scheme will be deduced from the basic 
equations which satisfy the initial values of certain quan
tities. Then we compute their values after a certain time.



We should select the equation that is appropriate and if it 
contains a time derivative, it determines that time deriva
tive and other equations determine other variables in a 
unique way. Let us consider these basic equations of cos
mical electrodynamics the use of which we have already justi 
fied.

7. Basic Equations of Cosmic Electrodynamics

(l) Maxwell's equations in the following forms:

= I (7.1)

(7.2)

(2) A form of Ohm’s law which is

(7.3)

and reduces to

£ + V x B = o (3-3)

(3) Equations of transfer of momentum

(k) Equations of conservation of mass 
Now applying our method for any problem in which 

initial values are given we have from (7«l) and (7*2)
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Further, equation (7*3) determines JE, if we consider that 
and "Vif o . The scheme is

E —
But most cosmical problems involve motion and we can re
write the above scheme as follows:

V  —

£  VCT ^ ---  5
This scheme is just in the reverse order of the usual lab
oratory one. Therefore, the questions asked in the case of 
laboratory electrodynamics have no meaning in cosmic elec
trodynamics. If we eliminate .E by equation (3»3) and J_ by 
equation (7»l) we get from the above scheme.

hr < = ± B
12The above result is equivalent to Alfven's approach .

When Alfven elucidated the "frozen-in" field concept, he 
ingeniously predicted that disturbances in a highly con
ducting fluid permeated by a magnetic field could be trans
mitted without mass motion of the fluid. Under ordinary 
conditions, this is possible only by mass motion. He 
restricted his discussion to the case of transverse waves 
travelling along the lines of force.

In the next section, we want to study these waves 
in a compressible fluid in greater detail and then study 
them, In other chapters, on the geophysical scale in the 
magnetosphere of the earth.
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CHAPTER II

LOW FREQUENCY HYDROMAGNETIC WAVES IN A HOMOGENEOUS
MAGNETOACTIVE PLASMA

1. The Hydromagnetic Approximation in Plasmadynamics

In order to study the motion in a plasma, we should 
consider the field equations and kinetic equations of elec
trons, ions and neutral molecules. This is so complicated, 
that in practice various approximation methods are used for 
the solutions of dynamic problems in a plasma. The approxi 
mations used are:

a) Equilibrium Theory: Maxwell's distribution
function is used to calculate kinetic and 
transport properties. This is used assuming 
that the plasma is in equilibrium.

b) Orbit Theory: The motion of the particles is
described in the electric field and magnetic 
field. The approximation is good when the 
collisions are not important, i.e., when the 
mean free path is large compared with the 
characteristic length. This approximation is 
equivalent to the Boltzmann equation in the 
absence of collisions.

c) Hydromagnetic Approximations: The description
of the gas is made by means of the equations of 
hydrodynamics. This approximation Is most
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important here and will be used in discussing 
the propagation of the waves in the plasma.
The conditions under which this approximation 
can be applied are discussed in Chapter I.

The complete and systematic conditions of the hydro- 
magnetic approximations will now be given.

I Lc (l.l)
where 1 is the mean free path and Lc is the characteristic 
length in the problem, e.g., wave lengths or dimensions of 
containers.
Also,

T  =  —  « t  r̂ TJL d - 2 )

where </>~' is the time of free flight and I r - l a n d  t_<eff t ^rrry c
is the characteristic time such as the period of oscilla
tion. Another condition is

7 7  «  t c (1-3)
where is the ion Larmor period and is given by

rT 7 zrrtot 277
12  -  e B  ~ t/7_x

We can write these last two conditions as

^  < <  ) 4 / /  d.'t)

CJ < <  (1.5)
The condition (1.^) automatically satisfies condition (1,1),
i.e., 1 «  L for the macroscopic motion <T< I r • The

c T
other condition is
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CJ€ <  < X* f
where u>e = eJ3 . However, Ohm's law for a fully ionized 

me
plasma gives conditions (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6) as shown 
in Appendix A.

Actually, the above conditions are physically 
equivalent to saying that the medium becomes isotropic even 
in the presence of a magnetic field in the frame of coor
dinates where its velocity is zero. (It can be seen that 
condition (1.6) makes the conductivity isotropic^. )

With these conditions in mind, low frequency wave 
propagation in the plasma can be studied. However, condi
tions (1.4) and (1.6) are not satisfied in most problems, 
particularly when collisions are neglected. When the ap
proximation inequalities (1.4) and (1.6) are not satisfied, 
the quasi-hydromagnetic approximation may be employed. The' 
quasi-hydromagnetic approximation utilizes average quanti
ties along with the use of a distribution function^. It 
may be shown that hydromagnetic waves are possible even 
when 'Vc_£̂ ' ®  ’ when hydromagnetic approximation may not 
hold. In the case of rarefied plasmas, condition (1.6) 
may fail, but the equations for hydromagnetic waves are 
still valid. In Appendix B it is shown by numerical values 
that all other conditions are satisfied for the low fre
quency magnetohydrodynamics waves in the earth’s magneto
sphere, which is the subject of study in Chapter IV. In 
the next section low frequency hydromagnetic waves in a
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plasma are considered in detailc *

2. Alfven and Magneto-acoustic Waves in a
Compressible Plasma

We shall study the magnetohydrodynamic waves of 
various types in a plasma with uniform magnetic field. 
Banos^ has shown that as many as six kinds of waves are 
possible in a plasma, but we shall be concerned with only 
three which occur most frequently and are simple to discuss.

We assume that hydromagnetic conditions (1.4) and
(1.6) in Section 1 of this Chapter and other conditions 
discussed in Chapter I are satisfied. The condition (1.6) 
is not satisfied in the magnetosphere. Modification due 
to this fact will be made later on. We disregard viscosity 
and thermal conductivity and assume that (5"->oo. The plasma 
is regarded as a uniform and compressible medium and a uni
form magnetic field is present. The following treatment is 

— valid when'l^iO. The plasma may be highly rarefied,
— O  , and therefore this treatment is quite general in na
ture. There are, however, limits on the frequency of the 
waves. Cur previous discussion on the approximations of 
magnetohydrodynamics (Chapter I, Section 4) implies that 
Co This means that the waves we shall discuss by■C
magnetohydrodynamic approximation are "low frequency" waves. 
This restriction ensures that the ions and electrons are 
"frozen-in" to the magnetic lines of force and one need not 
take into consideration the relative motion between the par
ticles and the field lines. Stringer^ has considered waves
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of low frequencies in all ranges in a general way.
With the above approximation Alfven first saw from 

an intuitive point of view that since the material is frozen 
to the field lines this is equivalent to considering the 
lines as material strings. The vibration of the material 
string can be written as

rn 'b b ~ p  k_

where B0 is along the X axis and 13 = Bp + b_. T represents 
the tension a n d i s  the density of the matter. The 
tension here is

T -  Bo
' j r  (2.2)

(2.3)

Therefore,

'tfL =

’b t "  / * A  T x *
with a velocity of propagation • These, Alfven
wave. are transverse waves in the incompressible fluid .
It is shown in Appendix C that these waves are electromag
netic waves propagating in a plasma with magnetic field in 
the low frequency limit.

Now consider, with all the assumptions mentioned 
above, a compressible, isotropic conducting medium. (The 
anisotropic medium will be considered in Chapter III). It 
will be seen that longitudinal waves may be excited In this 
case. The low frequency approximation allows us to use 
equation (3*3) of Chapter Ij other basic equations are:

V ‘BW  ̂  (2.4)
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(2-5)+ V-Cf¥)=o 
0 (2.6)

/*ft = f { l ¥  -»- = -Vf> +/tfrx$)xB (2.7)

f ' f y *  i £ - / * «  (2-8)
Considering waves of small amplitudes, we assume 

that the departures from equilibrium are small.

B  = B c + k
/ (2.9)

(2.10)
t>= h, +  K (2.11)
V  =  o •+ v ' (2-12)

where p is the gas pressure. For an adiabatic approxima-
tion (in absence of dissipation)

f * r k

!=>'■= Sf> = r & j =  = osx S f  =  u , /  (2-1'°
where U_ is the velocity of sound in the ga3.

Using the above equations in equations (2.4) through
(2.7) and neglecting higher order terms we get

^  =  °  (2.15)

~bt~ * (2-16)
T>r'

+ f >l ‘)£ =  a  (2.i7)
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I f  = ( v x 1 ; x b . <2-l8)
Omitting the subscript o in the above equations, we seek a 
solution of the form

i f k - r - w t je
This describes a plane wave with wave vector ,k and fre
quency oo. Suppose that K is along the X-axis, Bc lies in 
the (x, y) plane and makes an angle Q  with X axis, i.e., 
Bc = (B0 cos$,B0 sin0 , o). Substituting we
get the equations,

— COjb - k X XB)
v- (2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21)-to\r+(£)p'k

Eliminating p  * and using the phase velocity U = co, the 
components separate into the equations

U 4  = - \ t >  ; =Z Z pp (2.22)

Llby i = -  Bx K y
i , (s.23)Ur ( U /

These equations form two groups, one involving 13 
and _v and another involving, by, vx, vy. From these equa
tions we shall find three types of the waves. The first and 
most familiar one is obtained by eliminating from
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equations (2.22). Such a wave is called an Alfven or 
hydromagnetic wave; its phase velocity is given by

U  = Ur SŜ ~
The dispersion relation for this wave is

B -  k  
0 0 -  7=

SFFThe group velocity is, therefore
,, 2  _ n
U*3 = * 1  " A (2,25)

This wave is the Alfven wave which was discussed previously. 
In these waves, the component b^ is perpendicular to it and 
B and has the velocity

•v = - —
z " <F ?

(1) For longitudinal propagation 0 = 0 ,  and we have

U 13 ~  ( 8 ' S 6 )

(2) For transverse propagation , we have
%

llj = o  and it is perpendicular to k.
(2.27)

The second group of waves is obtained from equation 
(2.23). These waves are neither transverse nor longitudin
al. In special cases they become transverse or longitudin
al. Such cases will be discussed now. The dispersion re
lations for these waves are obtained from equation (2.23) 
as,
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( u -  v t ) (  if- -2a-) =  (2.28)v. S' L  ff
The quadratic equation has a solution similar to the equa
tion

X ĵX -f- = o
x  =  ± { | ( -  Z5 / l ±  6 -/-^)lJ

Therefore, we have two more waves

u>,3 =  i

Let us write down some more information on these 
waves, obtained from equations (2.23)

— U B y  lb y (2.30)ff(u-uf)

II 1

c vT (2.31)
V - =: 0 (2.32)Z

X 
—

0II0na (2.33)
(.'= n , y (2.3*0

/  = A V 1' (2.35)
We see clearly that b_ and jv are in the plane (x, y), i.e., 
the plane of (k, B0), in contrast to wave 1 in which the 
perturbation b and velocity v were perpendicular to the
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plane of (k, B0 *̂ Also in these waves, oscillations of 
the density p ' take part, while in wave 1 it does not.
Let us consider the two approximations regarding the strength 
of the field, along with the special cases of longitudinal 
and transverse propagation, so that the properties of these 
two waves may become more clear.

2 2(1) Consider the approximation B «  U ; thenHP Sequations (2.29) and (2.23) give
(a) For wave 2,

L ,^3* ^  (2.36)o O r  - — —
J X Us u 5

This shows that in this limit, the second wave 
becomes an ordinary sound wave with a weak transverse per
turbation by.

(b) For wave 3>
u = u, =  =
3 ifpf ipf <2-37)

= ~ M  : v- ~ o  (a-38>

Thus wave 3 becomes the Alfven wave, with the differ
ence that v and b̂ are in the plane of (k, B) and not per
pendicular to it. However this approximation is not valid 
in the magnetosphere. In the magnetosphere the magnetic 
energy is greater than the kinetic energy. The second 
approximation is valid in the magnetosphere and will be of 
interest to our problem.

(2) Now consider another case, where a strong field 
exists, i.e., B / p f  > >
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We have

(a) For wave 2
U  —  - U/v2 -TfTp (£*39)

lr ~  b, S;jl6  . ^  ~ -J^Cof9

* ~  ‘ 1 ft? ‘ ’
Note that this wave has the same phase velocity as the
Alfven wave when 0 -0• Since it is independent of the
direction of k, the group velocity has the direction of It.
Also

i , _ 3  k

U *3 )b> ( 2 - 4 l )

while in the case of wave 1, the group velocity was in the 
direction of the field Bq. Also v is perpendicular to IB 
with the magnitude

"b- =  y

(b) For wave 3* we have

(2.42)

U 3 ^  U 5 Co5 0  (2.43)

This wave becomes a sound wave in this approximation propa
gating at angle 0 . The group velocity of the wave is

I f   ^d(jJ _  i .
^ 3 3  -  Sk ~ s III

and



The velocity v is antiparallel to Bp with the magnitude

' (2‘47) 
The above analysis shows that, in the compressible fluid, 
in addition to Alfven waves where v is perpendicular to 
the plane (k, B), we can have waves in which _v is parallel 
to the plane (k, B). Such waves are possible in cases 1 (b) 
and 2 (a).

However, for the arbitrary relation between B2 and 
uf, U2 and U3 depend on the angle between k and B^. If 
the angle increases, U2 increases and decreases. In 
general

U3 < U1 < U2; U2 > us; U3 < Us 
But in special cases,

(a) k 11 B; B (B, 0,0)

U 1 = =■ ( 2 _m )

Ug = greater of Us and
U3 = greater of Us and U-̂

(b) k IB; B (o, B, o)

U f = U f4 + £ i  i (2-^)HP
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Thus only one wave exists, which propagates perpendicular 
to the magnetic field with the combined velocity of sound 
and Alfven waves. This wave is called magnetoacoustic or 
magneto-sonic wave. It has a longitudinal disturbance by.
In approximation 1, it has approximately the speed of sound. 
In approximation 2, it has the speed of the Alfven wave, 
but propagates in a direction perpendicular to Bc.

This magneto-sonic wave has great significance in 
geophysics where perturbations along the field line (longi
tudinal changes) can be propagated in the direction perpen
dicular to the magnetic field (transverse propagation).

In contrast, if we have an incompressible fluid, 
we take lim Us—^ 00 in equation (2.28) or (2.29), and 
obtain only one type of wave, the dispersion relation of 
which is just

U ( =  7===- (2.20)

There is no propagation for k. perpendicular to B, but only 
for k parallel to 13. This is the Alfven wave discussed be
fore. The physical explanation of which was given by 
Alfven, in terms of the tight material string, with v. and 
b_ perpendicular to plane of (it, B). These are two simple 
cases which give some understanding of hydromagnetic waves. 
However, in general propagation in arbitrary directions 
is complicated.

It should be remarked that even when the conditions

C O  <(< j C o e
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do not hold, such as in a rarefied plasma ( V  )
eff

in the low frequency range ud « S C - >  the results obtained
by the quasi-hydromagnetic approach are the same as dis- 

l Acussed aboveA .
Let us now consider the detection of these waves 

by the experimental methods.

3. Observations of Hydromagnetic Waves

a. Laboratory Experiments. After the theoretical 
discovery of magnetohydrodynamic waves by Alfven in 19^2, 
the first attempt to observe them in the laboratory was

Q
done by Lundquist in 1951* Mercury in a cylindrical 
stainless steel vessel was subjected to a vertical magnetic 
field of 13,000 gauss. A horizontal disk with radial strips 
was fastened to it at the bottom of the mercury. The waves 
were excited as small torsional vibrations about the vertical 
axis by moving the disk. The waves travelled upward, were 
reflected from the upper surface and created standing waves. 
The experimental results did not agree well quantitatively 
with theory, therefore the existence of magnetohydrodynamic 
waves was only qualitatively demonstrated. Mercury has a 
very high density and because of the finite conductivity

o ^ 1 i
( P  = 13600 kgm--*; CT = 10 ohm” m” ) there were heavy dis- 
' YTt
sipation losses.

Since mercury is not an ideal medium to observe
1 8magnetohydrodynamic waves, Lehnert used liquid sodium,

(cr^ l A x i o 7 ohm-'*' m-  ̂ ). The attenuation was reduced
but the results were still not satisfactory.
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Bostick and Levine‘S  did an experiment using a 
rarefied ionized gas. The compressibility is important 
in this case (U^ >> Us) and they observed periodicity in 
the density. A toroidal tube, with a magnetic field along 
the tube, prevented diffusion of ions to the walls. Though 
the waves looked like magnetohydrodynamic waves, other inter
actions between the electromagnetic field and the material 
motion were present. The standing waves could not be main
tained without an external supply of energy. In this case 
electromagnetic energy. If the density of the gas is in
creased, the velocity of the magnetohydrodynamic wave de
creases. Also the conductivity of the ionized gas is too 
low. Recently Wilcox et al did several experiments on these 
waves in plasma^. It is difficult to achieve in the labora
tory, as ideal a medium as possible on cosmical scale for 
hydromagnetic waves, (Section 5> Chapter I).

b. Hydromagnetic Waves on a Geophysical Scale. For 
a long time, it has been known that the geomagnetic field 
exhibits small periodic changes. Recently these changes 
have been studied systematically at many places on the 
earth. These regular periodic changes with periods ranging 
from a fraction of a second to several minutes (see Figure 1), 
on the earth's surface are thought to be a manifestation of 
hydromagnetic waves originating somewhere in the exosphere. 
Dungey^ attempted to consider periods greater than 10 seconds 
as oscillations of matter of exosphere in the earth's mag
netic field. Several other workers have done detailed
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theoretical work following Dungey. This will be the sub
ject of a detailed discussion in Chapter IV.

To observe such waves, the effect of nuclear ex-
20plosions at high altitude was studied by Bomke et̂  al and 

Maeda and Ondoh2 .̂ Borake identified the modified Alfven 
and transverse waves produced by the high altitude Argus 
experiment. Maeda and Ondoh observed a similar effect from 
the Johnston Island nuclear explosion. Very convincing 
evidence of a train of hydromagnetic waves was obtained by 
Sugiura^ from ground magnetometer records. He found that 
waves of 4 to 8 minutes existed at conjugate points of the 
earth: College, Alaska and Macquarie Island. He identified
the damped waves at northern and southern points as hydro- 
magnetic waves generated at 5 or 6 earth radii and propa
gated in a longitudinal mode of propagation along the field 
line. He also showed that these transverse waves are ellip- 
tically polarized. His very detailed study of these waves 
was also applied to the sudden-commencement theory of mag-

ppnetic storms .
23Recently Nagata et al confirmed the work of 

Sugiura by using another pair of conjugate stations in the 
southern and northern hemispheres and showed that micropul
sations of 6 minute periods existed in both hemispheres 
simultaneously. Following the availability of earth satel
lites, magnetic field measurements in outer space were po3~ 
sible. The first such study of hydromagnetic waves was done 
by Sonett et al with Pioneer 1^. They identified magneto- 
acoustic, oblique and transverse waves at the geocentric
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distance of 3-7 to 7.0 earth radii on the sunward side 
of the magnetosphere. Several frequencies extending up to 
co = 13 rad/sec were found. This was the first direct evi
dence of such waves in the magnetosphere. Similar results

pt;were obtained by Coleman et al with Pioneer V . However, 
the results were somewhat qualitative.

Later, Judge and Coleman observed low frequency 
hydromagnetic waves of 100 to 500 second period with Ex
plorer VI (f * 10“2 to 0.2 x 10"2 cps, a) = 6.28 x 10"2 to 
1.256 x 10" ). They found that the transverse mode had a 
period of 200 seconds, and was elliptically polarized, 
while the compressional wave had a period of 100 seconds.

Though evidence of the existence of hydromagnetic 
waves was established by these measurements, only the com
ponent of the magnetic field perpendicular to the spin axis 
of the satellite was measured. The aspect indicator allowed 
determination of the direction of this component with respect 
to the sun. Only two out of three parameters needed to 
know the ambient field were available. Therefore the in
formation available was not sufficiently complete to deter
mine the ambient field. The effect of these waves on the 
earth's field at the ground level was not investigated. Our 
intent is to study hydromagnetic waves using direction and 
magnitude of the ambient magnetic field available from the 
Explorer XII satellite magnetometer experiment. The results 
will then be compared with the information obtained from 
ground magnetometer records. In the next chapter, some 
details on the orbit of the satellite, principles of the
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magnetometer, and a detailed procedure of studying these 
waves are described.
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CHAPTER III

DETECTION OF HYDROMAGNETIC WAVES IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE 
BY EXPLORER XII SATELLITE

1. Coordinate System and the Method of Measurements of 
the Magnetic Field In Space

The Explorer XII satellite was equipped to measure 
the total vector magnetic field inside the magnetosphere and 
in the vicinity of the termination of the geomagnetic field. 
Figure 2 gives the position of its orbit in the magneto
sphere. The orbit was elliptical with eccentricity e=0.854 
and was inclined to the equator of the earth by 33°» The 
perigee was approximately 7600 km and the apogee, 83,000 
km ( > 13 Re)- The major axis made an angle of a few degrees 
with the noon meridian when the satellite was launched on 
August 16, 1961 at 0330 U.T. A schematic diagram is shown 
in Figure 4. Since the orbit was fixed in the space but 
was carried with the earth around the sun, the angle between 
the major axis and the noon meridian increased as time pro
gressed (approximately 1° per day). The magnetosphere is 
supposed to be symmetrical about the sun-earth line or 
slightly rotated from this line depending upon the direction 
of the "solar wind". Thus during the four month lifetime 
of Explorer XII a considerable portion of the magnetosphere 
was examined. The spin axis of the satellite was fixed in 
space with celestial coordinates:



Right Ascension =- 47°
Declination ;=■ — 27.5° (l-l)
The magnetometer used on the satellite was a flux- 

gate type. The principle of operation of this magnetometer2? 
is reviewed in Appendix D. Other types of magnetometers 
are also used in space research; their principles and lim- 
itations are discussed in a review paper by Cahill

The flux-gate magnetometer used in this experiment 
had three elements arranged along mutually perpendicular 
axes. This arrangement allowed measurement of three compon
ents of the magnetic field. One element was parallel to 
the spin axis and was labelled as the Z-axis. The other 
two elements mutually perpendicular, formed X and Y axes 
in the plane perpendicular to the Z axis. The (X,Y) plane 
rotated with the satellite spin rate ('■'-'30 RPM). A vector 
magnetic field measurement was available three times every 
second. Since the orthogonal sensor system rotates around 
Z axis, it is not a very convenient frame for interpretation 
of results. We define the vector field with respect to 
two reference axes which are fixed in space. One such axis 
is the Z axis itself and we can find the angle it makes 
with vector field 13. Another, slowly changing, reference 
axis is the line joining the sun and the satellite. The 
angles are defined with respect to these two axes. The 
angle oC, is between the Z axis and B, and \|/ is the 
angle between two planes; One formed by the Z axis and B 
and another formed by the Z axis and the sun line. The mag
netic field vector is completely defined by the angles c>C >
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and Y and the magnitude 33. The angles are like zenith 
and azimuth in a satellite system of coordinates (see 
Figure 4). Finally, B, c*C > Y  are calculated by an elec
tronic computer with the help of programs developed by the 
author using the formulas:

B  =  ( £ x +  T y + Y ;  ) /z  (1 . 2 )

oC -  Cos (  ̂3  /
- V I

(1-3)

=  3 0 7  V  CO A t  + t a n  (1.4)

where ao is the spin rate and ,At is time interval between 
two successive readings (o.333 sec.). The complete details 
of data reduction and its limitations are given in a paper 
by Cahill and A m a z e e n 2 ^  anci will not be repeated here.

The above satellite-oriented coordinate system is 
very convenient to reduce information from the satellite 
data, but is not suitable to study the variation of the geo
magnetic field and subsequently, hydromagnetic waves in the 
magnetosphere. We should have the magnetic field measure
ment in a geocentric coordinate system. A procedure has 
been developed by the author, using the celestial sphere 
to transform vector magnetic field measurements from the 
satellite B, oc, y  coordinate system to the geocentric 
coordinate system. This is given in detail in Appendix E. 
In geocentric spherical coordinate system three components 
Br, B^, and B^ are obtained where B̂, is along the radius 
vector toward the center, is upward and B^ along in
creasing east longitude. These three components are used
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to study the hydromagnetic waves in different modes of 
propagation.

2. Method of Detection of Hydromagnetic Waves

As discussed in Chapter II, one effect of the hydro- 
magnetic waves will be a variation in the ambient magnetic 
field in the ionized gas. In the present problem the ambi
ent magnetic field is the magnetic field of the earth, and 
the ionized gas present in the magnetosphere is the medium. 
The magnitude of this field in the region of the magneto
sphere where we shall be working is 150 to 200 = 10"^
gauss). The variations in this field which we shall study 
will be of the order of 10 Y" . (This allows linear treat
ment of the theory, since b «  B0). However, to detect 
such a small change a very careful procedure is necessary. 
The following method is used to bring out clearly the 
effects of the hydromagnetic waves.

We have seen in Section I that information about 
the geomagnetic field is obtained in terms of B,oC, Y  •
The errors in these quantities should be considered. The 
main part of the error comes from the digitization of the 
original data. This is * 12 gamma in each component X, Y 
and Z, Prom the preceeding discussion it is known that X 
and Y rotate with the rate of satellite spin and therefore 
the X and Y components of steady transverse field component 
will be scattered through the different digitization "win
dows" in a somewhat random fashion. The Z axis component is 
different for a steady field component along this axis,
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the measurement remains in one window while the Z component 
changes by 23 gammas. If we select data where Z axis has 
a very small component then the errors in Z are less signifi
cant and we can treat the errors in X and Y as random.
The errors are still considerable, though approximately 
random, therefore the data is averaged over 15 seconds inter
val (nearly 50 points). This removes much of the scatter 
due to digitization and typical errors in the averages of 
B, oCand Y  computed in a sample of data are as ^ 3 gammas, 
and 5 to 6 degrees respectively.

After obtaining B , ^ f ° r every 15 seconds, 
these values are used to compute Br, , B ̂  , by the
method described in Appendix E. All these computations are 
carried out on an IBM 1620 computer. In order to further 
reduce data scatter we have smoothed Br , B^ , and B^ by 
taking sliding, or running averages over a period of one 
minute. Finally, we have three orthogonal components B ,

, and B
mately 3 gammas . These components are used to separate 
the modes of propagation of the waves.

3. Separation of Transverse and Longitudinal Modes of 
Propagation of Hydromagnetic Waves

a. Waves in Anisotropic Conducting Medium. Theor
etical treatment of hydromagnetic waves in compressible 
medium is very complicated to study. A further complication 
is added when we consider an anisotropic medium. In the 
previous treatment we assumed that the conductivity of the 
gas is a constant, i.e., the Sc.me in all directions. As

each of them having uncertainties of approxi-
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calculated in Appendix B, this is not the actual case.
We should consider the conductivity as a tensor. The 
problem now becomes very difficult to solve when we con
sider propagation of waves at any arbitrary angle. However, 
we can introduce certain special conditions which are valid 
in our case to reduce the complication. We assume that 
the magnetic pressure is much greater than the gas pressure,

This is indeed the case in the magnetosphere where 
the Alfven velocity is 500 km/sec compared to a sound velo-

equation becomes simple with this assumption. He has fur
ther shown that in anisotropic media the waves are circu
larly polarized when they propagate along the direction of 
the field and become elliptically polarized when the direc
tion of propagation is inclined. They become plane polar
ized when the angle 9  is tt/x . This feature was hidden 
in the treatment of isotropic medium. Since the medium 
in the magnetosphere is anisotropic, we should modify the 
theoretical treatment in Chapter II. (See Appendix B where 
it is shown that the Hall conductivity is much greater 
than Pedersen conductivity 0^ ). Therefore, before we separ
ate the different modes of propagation of hydromagnetic 
waves this modification should be made. In doing so we shall 
be able to derive the polarization of the waves.

i.e.,

(3.1)

city 20 km/sec. Piddington^ has shown that the dispersion

The first step is to rewrite Ohm* s law as



where 0~̂  is the direct conductivity, is the conductiv
ity perpendicular to B (Pedersen conductivity) and 0^ is 
the Hall conductivity in the direction perpendicular to E 
and Bj. Following Piddington^0 and the notations for the 
coordinate system of Chapter II, hut where the unifrom 
magnetic field, B , is taken along X axis, we combine

J~ = cr (E -firX ]?) =  cr F
with Maxwell’s equation, neglecting displacement current,

=J
Considering these component by component with algebraic 
manipulation and assuming

where b «  Bc, we have

k *  + % ■  = O k

'o

+  ̂ k y  - ff- u  ( .14 _ 7’ i M  _  ei
~dyx bx^ d x j  cr; (3.5)

x
Oj =07 y -2L
3 1 cry (3.6)

Note that the term containing -^£-is responsible for 
. , , ■ i 2* r  ̂ ' ■ "I . "
elliptical polarization. Since the medium in the

<rt
magnetosphere is anisotropic (see Appendix B).

Now consider the wave propagated along the axis
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making an angle Q  with X axis in XY plane and assume the 
solutions

*Ck-T-u>t) (3<?)
We should substitute in the foregoing equations, together
with hydrodynamic equations, the following

2L - (k Q o ^ G
^ A-k<;„0 (3.8)

without going into cumbersome general treatment, we simpli
fy with assumstion (3.1), and eliminating7>- , Yh } , wex *
get the modified equations.

(kV /W-<V„u f f lL +S Ce*f f =  o
^  , * (3.9)

( k * ~ * 6 t- C o fff)b  —  'C f I z ' b y  -  o
also, (3*10)

* 7 5 4 .ZL, C a $ 0 (3*11)
Cl} It' i — /") /  vU) u^-f- ft \  ~ (3.12)

( %  - U?~Cos~ehX) K  ~  ̂  S/mGCc^O k  ITy (3.13)

Where' / / _  Jk1
Co ^

We have assumed that only electron conductivity 
is important, i.e. =: . In order to study polariza
tion of hydromagnetic waves we use

t *  n_
b y  -  C o s e  (3.1*)
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Eliminating b and b from equations (3*9) and (3.10)y z
we have

a  . +  1  __ Q
ft ->* 11 (T^ C o s Q  (3.15)

Therefore,

( 3 ‘ 1 6 )

We have two elliptically polarized waves. When 0 '  ̂  > the 
waves are plane polarized. In intermediate directions, the 
waves are elliptically polarized.

The value of R that determines the polarization of 
the waves isis dependent on ~r~p~ and angle Q  . Hydromag-
netic waves of period of 100 sec in the magnetosphere have 

ft ' 3value = iCH (see Appendix B). For a very large value
CLof -—  the waves will be plane waves. In our case, the 
60

waves are circularly polarized for $ - 0  . The waves be-
ccome highly elliptical (R = 10) vrhen&^jQ. As the angle 

0  increases more than 10°, the waves are linearly pol
arized. We shall separate these three kinds of polariza
tions in the magnetosphere.

b. Separation of the Modes. It is obvious from 
the previous treatment that identification of the hydro- 
magnetic waves in the geomagnetic field is still not pos
sible. The main problem is that we do not know the angle 
0  ; also the experimental observations are not control
lable, i.e., there may be several waves propagating along
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different directions. For this reason we make the further 
simplifications that we shall look for waves, (l) propa
gating along the line of force, i.e., 0  = 0 or somewhat 
close to it, and (2) propagating across the field lines,
I.e., 0  = TT/2.

The first wave would be circularly polarized, or 
elliptically polarized if 0  is non-zero, and perturbation 
in Bjq would lie in a plane perpendicular to the direction 
of JBjj. If we know two components of the perturbation b_ in 
this plane, the combination of by and bz, for example, should 
give us information on the polarization of these transverse 
wave s.

In order to study these transverse waves in the 
magnetosphere, we use the components Br, , and B^ al
ready discussed in Section ? of this chapter. We have

£selected data near the geomagr.^fl:' equator. The main field 
is along and Br and new lie in the plane perpen
dicular to which may be taken as JB0. The problem now
is very much simplified. Therefore, transverse hydromag- 
netic waves are obtained by combining fluctuations in Br 
and B^ near the geomagnetic equator from Explorer XII 
data. Vector diagrams formed by this method give the am
plitude, period, and sense of polarization of' the trans
verse waves.

This procedure is illustrated starting from raw 
data to the final results used In vector diagrams. A sam
ple of B,oC and'tjS obtained by the use of the formulas on page 
38 is shown in Figure 14. These values are plotted at the
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Interval of 0.333 second. The circles in this figure show 
the values obtained by averaging over 15 second periods.
The scatter in the data due to digitization in removed.
More sample data of 15 second averages are shown in Figure 
15- These average values of B,c( , andl^/ are used to ob
tain Br, and B^ by the method described in Appendix E.
These results are shown in Figure 16. In order to remove 
small period variations (rp < 1 minute) these B^, B^ and B̂  
values are smoothed over a period of a minute by the method 
of sliding averages. These sliding averages are shown on 
the same figure by squares. Two data samples are plotted 
separately in Fgiures 7 (a) and 7 (b). These two waves 
were found to be propagated to the surface of the earth 
(see p. 56).

The second kind of waves, which may be called 
longitudinal or magnetosonic waves, are propagating across 
the field lines. These waves are plane polarized. The 
perturbation in the ambient field, near the equator, is in 
B 0  . Study of variations in B^ should provide informa
tion on these waves. The general procedure described in 
Sections 2 and 3 is followed to study these modes of propa
gation of hydromagnetic waves in the magnetosphere. The 
results of this study are discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER IV

AMPLITUDES, FREQUENCIES AND POLARIZATION OF THE 
HYDROMAGNETIC WAVES IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE

1. Alfven Waves

We have discussed in Chapter II three types of waves 
possible in a conducting compressible medium in the magnetic 
field. We shall consider two special cases of these waves. 
One kind of the wave propagates along the field line and 
another kind of the wave propagates across the field line. 
The detailed procedure described in Chapter III readily 
enables us to separate these two modes from the Explorer 
XII data. In this section we shall discuss the results of 
the Alfven waves propagating along the field line. We know 
from the previous discussion that the medium with which we 
deal has , and therefore is anisotropic. This
would mean that the waves will be circularly polarized when 
the wave vector k is along Bp, and elliptically polarized 
if k makes a small angle with JBq . In this study, we will 
discuss typical frequencies, amplitudes and polarizations.

We follow the method described in Sections 2 and 3 
of Chapter III. By this method, we have three perpendicu
lar components Br, B^ , and B^ of the ambient field. In 
order to define the direction of the rotation of the per
turbation vector Id , we should define the directions of 
three components. Br is toward the center of the earth,
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pointing north and eastward.
Since we have no precise knowledge of the unper

turbed field, there is no direct way to find perturbation 
b. We shall, therefore, plot the field components perpen
dicular to the main field and study the relative changes.
In this study observations were considered close to the 
geomagnetic equator (less than 10°), therefore the main 
field is very closely along and the transverse pertur
bation is in Br and B^ . A typical example is given in 
Figure 7. Combining Br and B^ we should get the vector 
perturbation _b for these waves. The rotation of this 
vector b̂ gives the polarization of the wave. Several ex
amples of such waves are discovered in the magnetosphere at 
various radial distances and longitudinal positions.

a. Amplitudes and Frequencies. Several examples 
of transverse Alfven waves were obtained in the magneto
sphere ranging from 43,000 km to 67,000 km in radial dis
tance. They were observed at various latitudes and longi
tudes. An attempt was made to cover the magnetospheric 
region from sun-earth line to approximately 75° on the dawn 
side (1200 to 0700 local time). Most of the observations 
included in this study were close to the geomagnetic equator. 
Eight examples of these waves are shown in Figure 8. Com
plete information about the amplitudes, frequencies (periods), 
the location (local time, latitude, etc.) where these waves 
were observed are summarized in Table 1 (p. 30 ). We wish
to examine all these examples of transverse waves in detail 
and to see if some consistent pattern of their properties
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can be found.
In Figure 8 (l)(September 14, 1961) the wave is 

nearly circularly polarized with an amplitude of 8 gammas. 
From Chapter III, Section 3, it follows that this wave propa
gates just along the field line and the disturbance vector 
Id is equally divided into the two components along B and 

.
In Figure 8 (2) (September 14, 1961) the wave is 

elliptically polarized. This indicates that the wave vector 
1c makes a small angle with the direction of B_. (The com
ponent perturbation along Br is greater (7 gammas) than 
that along B̂ , (3 gammas).) The application of equation
(3.16) of Chapter III indicates that the wave propagates 
at an angle less than 10°. Both of these examples are near 
1200 hours local time.

The waves shown in Figures 8 (3) and 8 (4) were 
observed on September 30, 1961 at approximately 1100 hours 
local time. In both of these cases the largest perturba
tion Is along Br ( 10 gammas) and much smaller along B^
(4 gammas). Figure 8 (4) shows the largest amplitude ob
served (11 gammas). The elliptical polarization indicates 
that the wave propagates at an angle of about 10° with the 
magnetic field lines. The third example at this local 
time is shown in Figure 8 (5) on October 8, 1961. This 
elliptically polarized wave has amplitude of 7 gamma along 
Br, larger than that along B ^  .

One general observation that emerges from these 
examples is that the largest part of the perturbation in the
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TABLE 1
TRANSVERSE HYDROMAGNETIC WAVES

DATE AMPL. PERIOD LOCAL TIME DISTANCE
1961 (GAMMAS) (SEC) x 103 KM

1. September 14 8 135 1200 50.0

2. September 14 8 150 1200 50.0

3. September 30 4 150 1100 51.0

4. September 30 11 180 1045 54.5

5. October 8 7 120 1045 43.0

6. October 25 10 100 0920 52.0

7. October 25 9 100 0906 54.4

8. November 25 6 120 0650 67.6

explorer xii

BOUNDARY
LATITUDE GM POLARIZATION LOCATION

x 1<P KM

+8.0 Anticlockwise 56.0

+8.0 Anticlockwise 56.0

+3.0 Anticlockwise 67.5

+1.0 Anticlockwise 67.5

-2.5 Clockwise 65.0

+8.3 Clockwise

+7.6 Clockwise

+6.0 Clockwise
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TABLE 2

LONGITUDINAL HYDROMAGNETIC WAVES: EXPLORER XII

DATE1961 AMPL. PERIOD LOCAL TIME DISTANCE LATITUDE GM POLARIZATION 
(GAMMA) (SEC) x K M  KM

1. September 21 7 
*

2. October 1 8

200

150

0800

1028

53.0

64.0

-30.0

+1.0

Linear

Linear

3. August 27 150 1300 48.0 +2.2 Linear

BOUNDARY 
LOCATION 
x 103 KM

67.0
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magnetic field is along Br, at 1100 - 1200 local time.
Figures 8 (6) and 8 (7) represent waves observed 

on November 25, 1961 at 0900 hours local time. The major 
part of the perturbation field b_ is along (10 gammas).
Figure 8 (8) also represents the similar observation at 
local time 0700 hours. Near the sun-earth line, the ampli
tude has the larger component along Br while waves produced 
at large angles from the sun-earth line have the larger
component along B A  .

r
This important observational fact regarding depend

ence of the amplitude on local time suggests that the mechan
ism for the generation of the hydromagnetic waves in the 
magnetosphere is related to the "solar wind" flowing around 
the magnetosphere. Near the sun-earth line, the changes in 
the solar wind pressure affect the Br component of the mag
netic field. At an angle of 75° from the sun-earth line, 
the solar wind flows tangentially to the magnetospheric sur
face and some force (perhaps viscous) is apparently exerted 
along the B^ direction. Quantitative work utilizing this 
observation in the mechanism of generation of these waves 
will be discussed in Chapter V.

The period of the waves found from these eight 
examples is of the order of 100 to 200 seconds. However, 
it should be mentioned that the errors Involved in the data 
require averaging and smoothing of the data over a period 
of 60 seconds. We cannot obtain waves of smaller period 
than 60 seconds. The examples studied suggest that a IOO- 
200 second period is predominant. Previous work of Judge
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and Coleman‘S  and Sonett^ also find the similar values of 
the periods of the hydromagnetic waves in the magnetosphere. 
Therefore the waves of 100-200 second period seem to be usual 
phenomena in the magnetosphere.

Previous work, on the hydromagnetic waves was based 
on the incomplete information of the ambient magnetic field 
(see p. 34). Because of this reason it was not possible to 
find the total amplitude and all of the components. The 
important feature in the present study about the depend
ence of the magnitude of the two components along Br and 

on local time was not revealed. This fact certainly 
will help us to understand the mechanism of the generation 
of these waves and the interaction of the solar wind at the 
magnetospheric boundary. Now, we shall study the direction 
of the rotation of the perturbation vector in these waves.

b. Polarization: Local Time Dependence. The
polarization of the hydromagnetic waves can be obtained in 
each of eight cases discussed above (See Figure 8). The 
directions of the rotation of the perturbation vector are 
taken directly from Figure 8 and tabulated in Table 1 
(p. 50). The sense of the rotation assigned is of an ob
server looking down from above the north pole. This system 
is used because we shall discuss the mechanism of the genera
tion of these waves at magnetosphere solar wind boundary.
A view looking down on the magnetosphere is appropriate to 
the discussion.

An interesting observation about the polarization 
of the waves is their dependence on the local time, i.e.,
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the longitudinal distance from the sun-earth line. From 
Table 1, we conclude that during the local time interval of 
0700 to 1100 hours the polarization is clockwise and after 
1100 hours it is anticlockwise. Since the satellite was 
launched in an orbit with the major axis initially along 
sun-earth line and major axis rotated toward morning side, 
measurements on the evening side are not available.

The dividing line between clockwise and anticlock
wise polarization is not the sun-earth line, 1200 hours, 
but is apparently 1100 hours. This is also the case for
several geophysical phenomena observed on the ground.

22Wilson ana Sugiura , while studying sudden commencement (SC) 
geomagnetic storms, found that if SC were interpreted as a 
transverse wave propagating along the lines of force and 
arriving in high latitudes, the polarization of SC showed 
a strong local time dependence. They found that looking 
down from the north pole, the polarization, at ground level, 
is clockwise from 1000 - 2200 hours and anticlockwise from
2200 - 1000 in the north ?rn hemisphere. The dividing line

22was approximately 1000 hours, Nagata et al  ̂studying 
giant pulsations on the ground, found the dividing line 
near 1100 hours. Several other phenomena, such as polar Sq 
and Dg current systems indicate the same tendency. The 
results of this study are the first indication of similar 
behavior at satellite (5-lOP.p) altitudes.

The waves we have found are not giant pulsations 
(decaying large amplitude waves) or SC perturbations, but 
rather small pulsations. All three phenomena of these are
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actually transverse hydromagnetic waves, and they should 
show similar characteristics.

The opposite direction of the polarization of trans
verse waves about the symmetry line suggests that the flow of 
the solar wind around the magnetospheric surface is the 
cause of such waves. A qualitative view can be seen in 
Figure 9* According to this view looking down from the 
north pole, a wave of clockwise polarization in space trav
eling along a line of force would arrive at the earth's sur
face in the high north latitude and would appear anticlock
wise. Since the direction of the line of force is reversed, 
in passing from the equator to the surface, an anticlockwise 
wave in space will become clockwise on the earth. Before 
we work out a quantitative theory for the generation of 
these waves, we should check this prediction by comparing 
simultaneous observations in space and at ground level.
Since this has never been done, we have tried to do this 
for Explorer XII data.

c* Effects on the Geomagnetic Field at the Earth's 
Surface. Hydromagnetic waves which were assumed to be gen
erated in the magnetosphere and propagated along the lines 
of magnetic field were observed on the surface of the earth 
by Sugiura-^ and Nagata et al2  ̂using ground magnetogram re-

p kTcords. Judge and Coleman interpreted their data from 
Explorer 6 as transverse elliptical waves, but did not show 
corresponding ground records. Both of these observations 
provide Inconclusive evidence of hydromagnetic waves 
propagating from the magnetosphere to the ground unless we
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have evidence of the same wave in the magnetosphere and on 
the ground. In order to detect hydromagnetic waves which 
are generated in the magnetosphere and propagated along a 
line of force to the observatory on the surface of the 
earth, the satellite and the observation must be on the 
same line of force. The satellite should be close to the 
longitude of a ground station where continuous record of 
the earth's field is available. This requirement has made 
correlation difficult. We have found that when there is a 
significant wave in the ground records and satellite obser
vations were made 60° away longitudinally, waves in the 
satellite record were not found. The waves found were 
small, i.e., 10 gamma amplitude, and it may be that they 
are quite local in longitudinal extent, 10 to 20 degrees.
When there are waves on the ground records, we should have 
the satellite measurements available at a location within 
10° to 20° longitude of the ground station and approximate
ly on the same field line (same L value).

We have been able to find two examples of hydromag
netic waves when the satellite was very close to the longi
tude of College, Alaska (within 10°) on September 14, 1961. 
The simultaneous record of the magnetic field (see Figure 17) 
at College was examined. The values of horizontal component 
H and declination D were read from this record every 15 
seconds. These values when plotted on orthogonal axes gave 
waves shown in Figure 10.

Comparison of satellite and ground observations
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indicates that looking down from the north pole, the anti
clockwise wave at 1200 hours local time in space is mani-

33fested as clockwise wave on the ground . Further support 
is obtained by the fact that there is a one and one half 
minute delay between the satellite observation and the ground 
observation presumably due to travel time along thea line of 
force shown by the satellite vector diagrams. The pattern 
of disturbance is quite well reproduced in the ground re
cord. The amplitude is slightly decreased but due to errors 
in the measurements (order of * 3V ) we cannot comment on 
this with confidence.

We have these two examples as the first direct 
evidence of the fact that hydromagnetic waves do originate 
in the earth's magnetosphere and propagate along the lines 1 
of force to the earth's surface. With this support from the 
observations, we shall develop a model for the generation 
mechanism of these transverse waves.

2. Magnetosonic Waves

In Chapter II, it is shown that the modified hydro- 
magnetic wave (it becomes an ordinary hydromagnetic wave, 
Alfven wave, when 0  = 0 or k. // B, equations 2.46 and 2.48) 
and the modified sound wave, or magnetosonic wave, do not 
generally propagate precisely longitudinally or transverse
ly. Since it is difficult to interpret the effects of these 
waves traveling at arbitrary angles some simplifications 
are necessary. In the case of hydromagnetic waves, therefore, 
only waves propagating longitudinally were Investigated and
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several cases were found. If we assume that k is perpendic
ular to JB in the case of modified sound waves, it becomes 
much easier to identify them. From Chapter II, we have a 
magnetosonic wave propagating across the field line with 
velocity (Equation 2.49).

U 2 =• Us =  US +  UA  (2-1)
Since in the magnetosphere Us << UA we have,

U. ~7jujT ^ V* {2'2)

The perturbation created by this wave motion is 
along the field lines. The velocity of the wave is approxi
mately that of ordinary Alfven wave but the wave has 
entirely different characteristics. It propagates across 
rather than along the field lines and thus causes rarefac
tion and compression of the field lines. We should see 
the periodic changes principally in the magnitude of the 
field.

In past, these waves have been investigated using
Pioneer I and Explorer VI observations in the magnetosphere.

24Sonett et al found waves of smaller period (0.5 sec) and 
Judge and Coleman found waves of the order of 100 seconds. 
Since these observations were discussed for only one pass and 
from incomplete information available for the magnetic 
field, we have tried to study these waves at various loca
tions in the magnetosphere.

The method followed is the same as described in 
Chapter III, Section 2. After averaging B, Y  over 15
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second periods, a transformation was carried out as given in 
Appendix E to obtain Br, , B^ . These components are 
smoothed over one minute period. Since we are close to 
the geomagnetic equator when these waves are studied, the 
unperturbed field is along . We need to study the vari
ation in Bg, only.

The waves are studied from 48,000 km to 64,000 km 
geocentric distance and at various local times on the dawn 
side of the magnetosphere. Three very clear examples are 
shown in Figure 11 and information regarding their amplitude, 
period, and location is given in Table 2 (p. 51 ). The
waves (2) and (3) in Figure 11 are observed very close to 
the geomagnetic equator, therefore the perturbations in 
are all due to magnetosonic waves.

In Figure 11 (2) on October 1, 1961, the amplitude 
is quite large (8 gammas), this is the time of the main 
phase of the geomagnetic storm which started on September 30, 
1961 at 2109 UT. The magnetosphere was subjected to heavy 
perturbations during this time that can be seen by the satel- 
lite observations plotted for the whole orbit-' . It is very 
likely that these compressional waves were produced by large 
changes in the solar wind pressure during the storm. This 
is one effect which might be expected due to solar wind on 
highly (magnetically) disturbed days. On August 27, 1961, 
which is less distrubed than October 1, 1961, the waves are 
of smaller amplitudes ( 4 gammas). This may be considered 
as the normal perturbation in the magnetosphere due to solar 
wind fluctuations.
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The wave observed in Figure 11 (1) is at - 30 geo
magnetic latitude and so the unperturbed field is not entire
ly along but the compressional waves should still be
observable in B̂ , . The large amplitude observed there
may not be entirely due to compressional wave. This day 
(September 21, 1961) is also a magnetically disturbed day, 
but not as disturbed as October 1, 1961. Though these three 
examples cannot tell us about oscillations of the entire 
magnetosphere, we certainly have some general picture of the 
periodic changes of the magnetic field in the magnetosphere.

In the magnetosphere of the earth, compressional 
magnetosonic waves of order of 10 gamma amplitude and 150

26to 200 second period have been found. Judge and Coleman 
also found waves of this type with period of 100 sec. Our 
data processing system does not allow detection of waves 
v/ith smaller periods than this. These compressional waves 
can be understood, at least qualitatively as compressional 
perturbations imparted by fluctuations in solar wind pressure 
at the magnetospheric boundary.
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CHAPTER V

A MODEL FOR THE GENERATION OF 
HYDROMAGNETIC WAVES IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE

1. Introduction 

The study of hydromagnetic waves in the exosphere
pof the earth was initiated by Dungey who considered the os

cillations of the exospheric matter in the earth’s magnetic 
field. The normal modes of oscillation were computed 
assuming an axially symmetrical model. Several refinements 
in this model were done by Kato and Akasofu35 and later on 
by Watanabe^, This model explains some features of the 
micropulsations observed on the surface of the earth.
However, the identification of the several modes of the 
oscillations with surface observations is difficult. The 
transverse hydromagnetic waves obtained in Chapter IV do 
not seem to be micropulsations, but short-lived, small, 
local perturbations. Therefore, Dungey’s model of oscilla
tions of the entire magnetosphere cannot explain the hydro- 
magnetic waves studied in Chapter IV.

Another possibility for the generation of hydro- 
magnetic waves is the direct interaction of the solar wind 
and the magnetosphere surface. Surface hydromagnetic waves 
may be generated in the same way as the waves generated at 
the surface of discontinuity of motion of two fluids in 
h y d r o d y n a m i c s 3 7 .  The transverse hydromagnetic waves generated
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in this manner will travel along lines of magnetic field 
close to the boundary of geomagnetic field (^10 Rg).
They will arrive in the earth’s surface at very high lati
tudes. These waves cannot travel across the field lines.
A third mechanism to consider is the highly irregular

qQconditions (presumably due to fluctuations in solar wind 
pressure) in the vicinity of the boundary of the magneto
sphere as an ensemble of transverse and magnetosonic waves.
It is shown by Fejer^® that a modified Alfven wave or a 
magnetosonic wave can generate pure transverse and compres
sional waves by refraction at the boundary. In this way 
the transverse hydromagnetic waves can be generated at the 
edge of the magnetosphere. Again they will follow the lines 
of force near the edge and will arrive at the earth’s surface.

All these possible mechanisms do not explain how 
the transverse hydromagnetic waves can be generated as 
deep as 7 Rp in the magnetosphere. It is probably true 
that waves generated by the last two mechanisms can pro
duce waves arriving at earth's surface at 70 to 80 degrees 
latitude.

In order to explain the hydromagnetic waves ob
served Inside the magnetosphere a new model will be given.
This model should explain the following main features of 
these transverse hydromagnetic waves:

(a) Generation of the waves inside the magneto
sphere (7 to 10 Re)

(b) Opposite polarizations about the symmetry 
line of afternoon and morning zones.
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(c) Rotation of symmetry line toward morning
side by 22 degrees (approximately 1100 hours 
local time).

The last two main features were also observed by Wilson
Opand Sugiura in the study of SC geomagnetic storms and 

by Nagata et al2  ̂in the study of giant micropulsation 
in the ground magnetometer records. Following the sugges
tion of E. N. Parker, Wilson39 attempted to explain genera
tion of the hydromagnetic wave associated with the SC by the 
arrival of a shock wave, The passage of a shock wave near 
the earth generated hydromagnetic waves of opposite polari
zations. The rotation of symmetry line was explained as 
the inclined direction of arrival of the shock. However, 
the hydromagnetic waves observed in Chapter IV are not 
associated with the SC storms and thus are somewhat differ
ent phenomena. Another associated geophysical phenomena 
exhibiting these characteristics is Ds current system in 
the ionosphere. Any model suggested for transverse waves 
should be unified with these similar phenomena. Axford^ 
has suggested that certain features of the interactions of 
the solar wind with the magnetosphere are permanent and 
they are simply enchanced when the geomagnetic storm occurs 
by the arrival of more plasma. In order to explain the main 
features of associated phenomena, the model suggested for 
the generation of the hydromagnetic waves in quiet geomag
netic conditions makes use of this suggestion. We shall 
assume that in non-storm conditions (quiet geomagnetic 
conditions) continuous flow of the plasma around the mag
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netosphere creates a "viscous interaction". Due to this 
viscous interaction magnetospheric motions are introduced 
inside the magnetosphere. We shall discuss the main 
features of these magnetospheric motions and viscous inter
action in the next section. Since our modal for the hydro- 
magnetic waves is based on these ideas, it is very important 
to understand them.

2. Viscous Interaction and the Magnetospheric Motions

klAxford and Hines have advanced a theory of 
"viscous" interaction of the solar wind and the magneto
spheric boundary. They have suggested that by this inter
action circulatory motions can be set up inside the magneto
sphere similar to those in a falling rain drop. This 
theory can explain several features of the geomagnetic 
storm3, aurora and D_ current systems. These geophysical 
phenomena strongly suggest that such circulatory motions 
may exist in the magnetosphere. During high activity geo
magnetic phenomena these conditions in the magnetosphere are 
enhanced. In normal quiet geomagnetic conditions, the mag
netosphere in the equatorial view looks as shown in Figure 
12.

The observations support the concept of motions in 
the magnetosphere, but the actual cause of the viscous inter
action is not definitely known. There are three main 
possibilities that could cause viscous interaction:

(a) Turbulent plasma with magnetic field outside
the boundary, may have random magnetosonic and
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Alfven waves. Axford has shown by using
lipthe refraction of sound waves that they 

can bring the required energy in the magneto
sphere to provide effective viscous interaction, 

(t) if the magnetospheric boundary were unstable 
(this does not necessarily mean that large 
scale motion of the boundary movement is 
necessary) in respect to small perturbations, 
the turbulent mixing of the solar wind and 
magnetospheric boundary could produce viscous 
interaction. This has been worked out by 
Parker J in detail.

(c) Surface instabilities could cause transport 
of surface tubes of force giving one form of 
viscous interaction.

It is not known which effect is responsible entire
ly for the viscous interaction. Probably several effects 
together could cause the required viscous interaction.

)iii 45Piddington^ and Dungey have considered this problem 
using different methods of approach. The final results in 
all cases, is circulatory motions in the magnetosphere.
Some explanation of Figure 12 is in order. If we take a 
view looking from the sun, the solar wind flows from the 
direction we are looking. As proposed by several authors 
and as evidenced by the recent magnetic field results of 
the IMP satellite^^ a standing shock is formed at 14 to 
16 Rg. It has been proposed that the plasma is thermalized 
after passing through the shock front(some kinetic energy is
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converted into random motion). As the plasma travels in
ward around the magnetosphere the velocity increases and 
the flow again becomes supersonic behind the earth. The 
streamlines of the internal motions are shown by the lines 
in the magnetosphere. The internal stream lines are also 
the equipotentials of the electric field set up by the 
charge accumulations as shown in the Figure 12. An indirect 
observation of the charge accumulation was obtained by

h'jobservations of auroral hydrogen emlsson '. We shall assume 
in the model for the generation of the transverse hydro- 
magnetic waves in the magnetosphere that such internal 
motions exist. As discussed previously, geophysical phen
omena certainly support such an assumption.

3. Generation of Hydromagnetic Waves 
Inside the Magnetosphere

We shall consider the model magnetosphere as 
shown in Figure 12. The stream lines in the magnetospheric 
equatorial cross-section are the equipotential surfaces and 
also the velocity of the matter Is tangent to these lines. 
From Appendix B we know that the ionized matter (plasma) 
in the magnetosphere can be considered as a highly conduct
ing fluid. According to the theory discussed in Section 5 
of Chapter I, the lines of magnetic field of the earth are 
"frozen in" and move with the circulatory motions of the 
plasma. We can write

H  - V *  o  x B )  (3.1}
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In order to study the hydromagnetic waves, we use 
the theory developed in Chapter II. Along with the above 
equation (3*l)j equations (2.4) to (2.7) in Section 2, of 
Chapter II give the processes involved in the generation 
of the hydromagnetic waves. However the medium is not 
isotropic and modifications due to anisotropic conductivity 
should be made as discussed in Section 3 of Chapter III. 
Therefore, we shall apply the theory discussed in Chapter
III to the model magnetosphere with internal circulatory 
motions. The hydromagnetic waves observed in the Chapter
IV may be generated by small, local perturbations in the 
velocity of these motions. The velocity perturbations are 
small and local so that they do not create instabilities.
In order to get some quantitative idea of these processes 
we go back to theory in Chapter III. We would like to get 
expressions which relate the velocity changes and the cor
responding changes in the magnetic fields.

Consider a typical cross-section of the stream
line surfaces in the geomagnetic equator of the earth. 
(Figure 13) The ambient geomagnetic field is approximate
ly perpendicular to this plane. If we select a coordinate 
system in which the field 13 (approximately in the
spherical coordinate system) is along the X axis, the 
velocity and B lie in the X Y plane. First consider a 
typical streamline near 1800 hours local time and x, y, z 
axes as shown in Figure 13 (a).

The plasma flow around the magnetosphere and con
sequently the "viscous interaction" give such a velocity
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pattern in that hemisphere.
Assume that the small perturbations in the velo

city and the magnetic field are

\r -
3 -  3a+i (3'2)

/The relation between V' and b can be found by the use of 
the theory in Chapter III. In that treatment we eliminated 

Now we are interested in the relation between Vy and 
b_. If we make use of the equations (3»l4) to (3*16) of 
Section 3* Chapter III and the dispersion equation

ojz i i25i Si/te f . (tf- r 2 \IQ acu . .
-p- = ti (i- —  Cosv r ^ 0 C3-3)
neglecting the absorption, we have velocity components of

_ /the perturbation velocity • They are given as follows

— (3 A)
V  by

The waves shown in Figures 8 (l) to 8 (4) are on 
the evening side of the magnetosphere (the symmetry line 
is not 1200 hours but 1045 hours.) These waves are anti
clockwise looking down from the north pole on the magneto
s p h e r e ^ .  in these waves most of the perturbation is along 
Br , i.e., the Z axis in the coordinate system of the 
Figure 13 (a). If we take cos^xf 1 (this is reasonable 
because the maximum angle considered is 10°), we find that

L>y-
by " 17 ^ X ( 3 - 5 )
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Therefore, .

The plasma oscillates in the form of ellipse with major axis
along Z axis. The direction of the rotation is anticlock-

/wise. At extremely low frequencies, only will have
significant value.

Now consider the flow line in the morning side of 
the magnetosphere. The velocity is such that it is toward 
increasing west longitude. The coordinate system considered 
there is shown in Figure 13 (b). Perturbation in the velo- 
cityj>' produces waves which are of opposite direction than 
those produced in the evening side. and bv, b
are related by equation (3»^)j but the y axis is reversed 
in Figure 13 (a) and 13 (b). We apply equation (3*^) to 
the clockwise waves in the magnetosphere.

Figures 8 (5) to 8 (8) show that the perturbation 
along b ^  direction is larger than that along b r . We can 
write approximately that

L.
_  7  (3-6)

z ~  —

'try ~  4*
This ratio varies slightly depending on how far the obser
vations are made from the symmetry line. The velocity 
perturbation is four times larger along the y axis in 
Figure 13 (b), and plasma oscillates in the form of an 
ellipse with the major axis along y axis. (On the evening 
side the plasma oscillates in the ellipse with major axis
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along x axis). At very low frequencies the oscillations 
of the plasma are mainly along y axis. These clockwise 
waves in the magnetosphere become anticlockwise on the 
surface of the earth when viewed from the north pole.

Thus, the model given here explains the main 
features of the transverse locally produced hydromagnetic 
waves observed in the outer magnetosphere (7 to 10 RE).

4. Rotation of the Symmetry Line of the 
Opposite Polarizations

The study of transverse hydromagnetic waves in 
Chapter IV shows clearly that the waves have opposite 
polarization on either side of 1045 hours local time, i.e., 
approximately 22° from the sun-earth line as shown in 
Figure 13. We have discussed several other geophysical 
phenomena such as giant micropulsations2  ̂and sc perturba-

pptions in the geomagnetic storms that show such rotation
noof the symmetry line. Also the Dg current system and 

Sq polar current patterns*^ in the ionosphere show similar 
rotation of the symmetry line.

Wilson attempted to explain this rotation in the 
case of SC perturbation interpreted as transverse hydro- 
magnetic waves that the shock wave responsible for the SC 
arrives at an inclination rather than radial. Although 
this may possibly occur during storms, the quiet day solar 
plasma flow should be approximately radial^. The symmetry 
line should then be 1200 hours local time.

Axford^ has suggested that the rotation of the
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earth and the magnetosphere with it can cause such a rota
tion. The model internal motions in the magnetosphere in 
Figure 12 show that the return flow lines reach the edge 
of the magnetosphere in the sunward side. If this is so, 
the viscous interaction, dependent on the relative velocity 
between the plasma and the magnetosphere, would be at a 
minimum to the west of the noon meridian. The zero rela
tive velocity position would be shifted west by the rota
tion of the magnetosphere and the line of symmetry coinci
dent with zero relative velocity would also be shifted. ^1 
If the return flow lines do not reach the edge of the sun
ward side, the point 0 would shift in the opposite side, i.e., 
evening side. This has never been observed in any geophysi
cal phenomena. *

* Leinbach has found recently that mid-day recovery of 
polar cap absorption (PCA) is not exactly 1200 hours local 
time but shifted to 1100. This is additional support to the 
westward asymmetry.
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY

Low frequency hydromagnetic waves have been studied 
in the outer magnetosphere. A method was devised to separ
ate the transverse hydromagnetic waves and longitudinal 
magnetosonic waves in data from the Explorer XII satellite 
flux-gate magnetometer observations.

Several examples of transverse hydromagnetic waves 
were found in the outer magnetosphere from 7 to 10 earth 
radii (Rg) equatorial distance. These waves had ampli
tudes of 10 gammas and periods ranging from 100 to 200 
seconds. The waves were circularly or elliptically polar
ized.

The transverse waves should travel along field 
lines of the earth's magnetic field and produce correspond
ing changes in the surface magnetic records. Two examples 
of this effect were found. The transverse hydromagnetic 
waves observed by the satellite in the magnetosphere at 8 Rg 
were found to cause similar effects on the surface magnetic 
records after 1 1/2 minute delay. The amplitude may have 
been reduced. Correlation between transverse waves in space 
and in ground measurements has been found for the first 
time in this study.

Some examples of magnetosonic waves were also 
found. They had approximately 10 gammas amplitude and 
periods of 100 to 200 seconds. Some of the findings of
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this work support previous satellite observations which 
were unfortunately, handicapped by the lack of complete 
information of the vector magnetic field. This study re
veals some new features. Polarizations of the waves can 
be determined directly in this investigation. Quantitive 
study of the transverse hydromagnetic waves indicate that

(a) Circular or elliptical polarizations are 
due to the anisotropic conducting plasma medium 
in the outer magnetosphere.
(b) The waves have an anticlockwise polarization 
between 1045 and 1200 hours local time.
(c) The waves have a clockwise polarization between 
0700 and 1045 hours local time. These polarization 
directions are determined for an observer looking 
down from the north pole.
(d) The symmetry axis of opposite polarizations 
of these transverse waves is 1045 hours and not 
1200 hours local time. Similar rotation of sym
metry axis is found in many geophysical phenomena 
observed on the earth, e.g., giant micropulsations, 
SC perturbations, Dg current system and quiet time 
polar Sg current pattern. For the first time evi
dence is found that such rotation of symmetry axis 
exists even in the far out magnetospheric region. 
Finally, a model was obtained which can explain the

above observed properties of the transverse waves in the 
magnetosphere. This model is based on the "unified model" 
advanced by Axford and Hines^ and Axford-̂0 giving infernal
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motions in the magnetosphere. The model described here 
can generate the small scale, short-lived transverse waves 
inside the magnetosphere and explain the opposite polariza
tions and the rotation of the symmetry axis. It is also 
unified with similar phenomena mentioned above.

The importance of quantitive knowledge of hydro- 
magnetic waves can be realized from the above discussion 
of the associated phenomena. This direct evidence of the 
propagation of hydromagnetic waves to the surface of the 
earth and rotation of the symmetry line should help in 
understanding the theoretical aspects of "micropulsations", 
Ds, and Sq current systems, and internal motions in the 
magnetosphere. Definite knowledge of the amplitudes and 
periods of these waves in the magnetosphere is required to 
understand the complex processes Involved in the determina
tion of the life time of the Van Allen radiation belts.
The hydromagnetic waves found here have such period that" 
the third adiabatic invariant could be violated and this 
could affect the trapped particles In the outer Van Allen 
belt. A discussion on this topic is out of place here,

26but survey can be found in a paper by Judge and Coleman . 
These waves should also provide us knowledge of the proper
ties of the plasma in the magnetosphere as deduced in this 
study. Some properties of the plasma in the outer magneto
sphere are calculated on the present knowledge of N, T, 
and B to verify these deductions.
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(A.l)

APPENDIX A

GENERALIZED OHM'S LAW AND APPROXIMATIONS FOR J=<T'E»

We wish to derive the conditions in which the 
simple form of Ohm's law J =o'-,EI holds for the medium 
such as the electron-ion component plasma in the magnet
osphere. First, we shall derive the generalized Ohm's 
law and then get = cr>E'. Consider the equation of mo
tion for each component as
^ h CIt + O '  =€ h (E - v/> -n*;» yei

777e * ( ~  ~ eyi ( (A.2)
4  Tne n yc< ( m  -ire; __ T) 

where subscripts e and i are for electrons and ions.
It is assumed that n = = ng the pressure p = nkT is a
scalar and <$> is the gravitational potential. is the
electron-ion collision frequency. Define the following
quantities: „ „

; P4- = ^

~  =  ^ 7 ^ / r  ; ; ^ '(»■■%-*'*) ( A ' 3 )

We shall assume electrical neutrality n = n. = n imply-•A- 6
ing characteristic length

L, >7 k, Debye Length (A. 4)

Now if we add equations (A.l) and (A.2) we get the equa
tion of motion.
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(A.5)

In order to get the generalized Ohm’s law, multiply
(A.l) by e_, and (A.2) by e and subtract the latter from

mi mGthe former. We get

+ t 7 S7 )*i - |  T A
- e v«< C ^  )

The gravitation force drops out, considering 

me <<: mi and )]p̂  » we get

=  n i l  -  ~  J x B  +  <A-6)

This is the generalized Ohm’s law. We make the 
following approximations:
(a) For low frequencies

(A.7)CjO  ^  d Z  ̂

v fan ̂  —We have O v  ,> /  t— - e : therefore—  >77 » —  5v
'If' -=r // ' V e ^ g  ^  ir ^  !>>■

' S s + A
Using this in (A.6) and dividing through * we get

^  + J -f ~  (J * £ ) = n«-Z fE+xrxB}(h-

where o>e = eJ3

8)

me
(b) With the approximations

Co ■̂ ■c<

6 o ^  < V^' (A.9)
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We consider changes J * JQ e and talcing i4/ as 
in equation (A. 8), we get

v £ f ( . £ + k A - y  ( A - 1 0 )

Therefore, with r+s- and E 1 = E + V x  B
^  -

we have

(A.11)

This simple form of Ohm's law is valid in a two- 
component electron-ion plasma in most cases with approxi
mations (A.7) and (A.9)* They are called hydromagnetic 
approximations and therefore sometimes (A.11) is also 
referred to as the hydromagnetic approximation.
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APPENDIX B 

PLASMA PARAMETERS IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE

In order to apply plasmadynamlcs in the magneto
sphere, we should have knowledge of the several papameters. 
This will enable us to see whether the approximations made 
in considering the medium in the magnetosphere as plasma 
is acceptable or not. Recently, some doubts have been 
expressed whether the medium in the magnetosphere should 
be considered as a conductor or a dielectric^. We wish 
to check this and to show that the medium from 6 to 10 
earth radii Is highly conducting (this may not be true at 
less than 3 earth radii). Also, we shall show that this 
conducting medium is not isotropic as assumed before, 
but is anisotropic. In order to do these calculations 
we should know the plasma density N, the temperature T 
and the magnetic flux density B. The knowledge of these 
quantities is scanty, but we can take reasonable estim
ates of these quantities from satellite measurements.
The uncertain values of these quantities may cause slight 
errors in the values of the parameters computed, but still 
we can get an idea of the order of the magnitude of the 
parameters. Table 3 gives the values of N, T and B and 
shows the source of this information.
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TABLE 3

VALUES OP CERTAIN QUANTITIES IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE

QUANTITY VALUE SOURCE
N 50 x 10^ #/râ  Whistlers, Space Rocket92
T 10^ °K Soviet Space Rocket 99
B 100-200 Y  Explorer XII29

Using the value of 200 'Y , for the magnetic field, 
the Larmor frequencies of electrons and ions, o>e and^^ 
are calculated. We are interested in waves of 100 to 200 
seconds period. The wave frequency o>, and a a r e  
tabulated in Table 4.

TABLE 4 

LARMOR AND WAVE FREQUENCIES

FREQUENCY______ RAD/SEC_________PERIOD_________ SEC

S i  i 20 Ti 0-33
co_ 4 x 102* T 1.8 x 10"^e e
O) 3-6 x 10"2 T 100 - 200wave

From Table 3j taking values of N, T and B, we
calculate the Debye length L^, velocities of electrons and
protons and with temperature 10^ °K, Larmor
radii R and R̂  with B=200 V" . The va,lues of all these e 1
quantities are given in Table 5*
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TABLE 5
NUMERICAL VALUES OF CERTAIN PARAMETERS DEPENDENT ON N, T, B.

QUANTITY FORMULA VALUE
W -  —

Ld I Ira

1 /2
( V e  5\jne ) ICk m/sec

/ x 1/2 4(Vrj.)̂  / kT ) 10 m/sec
i

Rg meV 16 in
leH

R^ nij_V 500 m
Be“

CDP 4 x 105 rad/sec

Now we wish to compute the conductivity of the 
medium. We should first know the collision freouencies 
of electron and ion. In elementary theory, the effective
collision frequency of an electron is given by

Veff ~  ^  a ~ ^  k" (b. i)

where a is the radius of the molecule or atom and N, 
the number of molecules in unit volume and l^is the 
average velocity of the electron. In this formula it 
is assumed that cross-section does not depend on the velo
city of the electron. The particles are considered neutral
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We shall consider a more exact treatment of the collision 
frequency. First, consider the electrons making collisions 
with ions, neutral molecules and electrons. All these 
collisions contribute to the conductivity due to electrons. 
On the same basis collisions of ions with other particles 
can contribute to the conductivity (usually this is small). 
The effective electron collision frequency Is made
of three parts:

(b .2)

However, collision frequency of electron-electron
is negligible and we calculate ^^.('and ê)fp> In these

c54calculations, we use the kinetic theory. The applica
tion of kinetic theory to plasma requires that

2Cop
tu

» - !

where is the plasma frequency. This condition is 
valid in our treatment (see Table 6). The general pro
cedure is to solve the Boltzmann equation and get the
change in distribution function due to collisions and ob
tain an expression for the current, and hence the conduc
tivity. The whole procedure has been derived but not given
here. The expression for the conductivity is compared to 
the one derived from elementary theory i.e.

_2
o — —  A 4  e  tg££_-----  (b.3)

Cc*>x+



(This is due to electron collisions, a similar part 
should be added for ion collisions replacing ^y

In general, if were a function of and
a), o ' is multivalued. But we can assume 'Ve-f-f a func~ 
tion of only and independent of co. This is justified
if

(B.U)
This condition is weakly satisfied in our problem, but 
It cannot make a difference of more than 1/2 and certainly 
will not change the order of magnitude of the value of 
'V^^calculated. The general expression for the effec

tive electron collision frequency for one kind of col
lision is obtained by comparing the expression for the 
current density from kinetic theory and equation (B.5)
with equation (B.4). , a.H  ̂ ' q o  yvi

/w \g /z r i 4 ' i
J V(h>1' e  J,r , B - 5 1
o

where collision frequency obtained from the
cross-section for a particular collision and other symbols

Q  € .
have usual meaning. We evaluate Vef-f,/and \^j^^from 
(B.5) and write for convenience "V*?/ and respectively.
(1) Calculation of
First find ^(l^) for electron-ion collision and use it in 
(B.5), and replace Ve// hy have sun expression
for electron-ion collision frequency as
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y* ~  ~ r ~  ~  ^  N /  (b-6)

where is the transport cross-section for the electron- 
ion collision, 1 is the mean free path of the electron.
The transport cross section is obtained by (l -

dSi. The factor ( / — 6osO ) allows the appropriate 
effects (scattering angle 0 large or small). In this 
case we can use Rutherford cross-section and evaluate 
q^ by approximating at distance of Debye length Lp. We 
get by integration of (B.5).

\ i 2.77 / )2 N ; (? f ^ ̂ 7~ t-J) (^"O  )
X ; - ' 3 ' (  h r )  ( h 7 g ) < t *  f  (B,7)

After numerical computation, we get

=  3-3 X / I n  (b.8)

(2) Calculation of
If we use r‘ for electron-neutral molecules we can
find ^y^>r)from (B.5). In these collisions with molecules,
long range Coulomb forces are not involved and the cross-
section weakly depends on Tr and Q  . Therefore we can

n - —  2take cross-section / ~ where a is the radius of mole-r yrs
cules or atoms (I0”^m). The collision frequency of elec
tron and neutral atom is given by

\  ^  f *  (B.9)
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e/7?

,  ,1/2where v = m m 0 } and N is the number of neutral atoms 6 \ ' m

^  4 f  ( B ' 1 0 )

/8kT y 
V^me )

per cubic meter. With numerical calculations, we get

yem=2-5Xl06T̂ A/tn ( B ' 1 1 )

Since is not important (it cannot be neglected however,
2 Pif cd «  y) ) we get total effective collision frequency

of electrons with all other particles as
e

V  =  V  -t- Vy eff y ex r

With a similar argument, we can calculate collision fre
quencies of the ions with electrons, Ions and ions and 
ions and neutral molecules or atoms. We shall use the
symbol \)r - for effective collision frequency of ions and

A
ions instead ofy ,, -and the similar notation for other

effj>
collisions.
(3) Calculation of
Ion-ion collision frequency can be obtained from y * / -  
Replace 7>- By 'b’-u in (B.5)* Since both particles are 
ions

Replace Lr by 3.18 x 10 7/-e in equation (B.5) and (B.6).
We get

-  lO^x/o*^-&[&*'*(&$<■ b-1-)
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(*0 Calculation of
Ion-neutral molecules collision frequencies (only neutral 
hydrogen is important in the outer magnetosphere) can be
obtained from by multiplying 3.18 x 10“  ̂with
(B.11)

y e ,v,~ % x / °  a c  (b.i4)

(5) Calculation of
Collision frequency of the ions with electrons is ob
tained simply from

v  —  y -
y^'e V '  e/ - (B*15)' v

Since N = N ., we have 'y . —  V,v •
Now the effective collision frequency for ions due to all 
collisions is sum of the collision frequencies of ions 
and ions and electrons and ions and neutral atoms. All 
these collision frequencies are tabulated in Table 6 
assuming the values of N and (N^ = N0 = Nm) and T from 
the Table 3.

TABLE 6

COLLISION FREQUENCIES IN THE OUTER MAGNETOSPHERE

EFFECTIVE FREQUENCY -1 EFFECTIVE FREQUENCY
(ELECTRON) SEC (ION)

io"3 X/e

'V-e i o " 6 X <  yv,

V- -

-1
SEC

10"3

>-810'

10-5
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From the Table 5, we know that the total effective elec
tron ion collision frequency is approximately that of 
electron-ion only i.e.

Now we have all the necessary information to know the 
properties of the medium in the magnetosphere. In par
ticular, we want to know about the conductivity of the 
medium which determines the polarization of the hydro- 
magnetic waves. It is very complicated to determine the 
conductivity in an ion-electron and neutral molecule 
medium. The condition which allows treatment of the 
medium as a plasma (conducting medium) is that the mean 
free path of an electron should be less than or equal to 
the characteristic length L . In the magnetosphere the 
mean free path ^  = 10 m and Lc = 5 x 10^m (8 earth 
radii). Therefore

The medium is called "medium density Plasma",, therefore 
the assumption of high conductivity and a fluid descrip
tion of the plasma in the magnetosphere is valid (see 
Reference 1, p. 169).

We can neglect the presence of neutral hydrogen 
atoms in this part of the magnetosphere. In this region

(B.16)
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In order to justify this assumption, we should check 
that the coupling between the plasma and neutral atoms 
is weak. It means that there should be very few col
lisions between plasma and neutral atoms in one wave 
period. Lehnert^^ gave the following condition for a 
weak coupling

Ca .) ( >1^ £  y ^ j  i  (b.i7)
i

Using the values from Tables 3 and 6 we get the values
Oof above expression equal to 10 . Therefore we consider 

the medium of the magnetosphere an electron-ion plasma 
(Plasma flow is not affected by neutral hydrogen atoms.)
Now the calculation of the conductivity becomes simple 
and can be determined from the generalized Ohm's law 

T  j - j r~ X £ jLJ  = ^  E „  +  ̂  E l X  O J  (B. 18)

where is the direct conductivity (parallel to B),
(Y- is the Pederson conductivity and Is the Hall

/
conductivity.

From Appendix A, we know that the medium is 
Isotropic, i.e. 0—'' is the same in all directions, 
only if

C U ^  £  £  ^ e f f  ^ E x

However, the values from Tables 3 and 5 show that this 
condition is not satisfied. The medium density plasma 
is usually anisotropic. Since the conductivity due to 
ion is small, we use the following formulas to compute
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conductivities, for simplicity (Table 7)* These formulas 
are valid when cjo «  . This condition is satisfied
weakly in this problem of the magnetosphere as can be seen 
from Tables 4 and 6. However, this does not change the 
order of the value of the conductivities in which we are 
interested. ?

cr = 
0 n?eve/

^  ~  "I 1 +  (~Je/yer)zJ  (B'19)
—  cr *) . ;   ?

° ( /-i
The values of the conductivities are given in Table 7-

TABLE 7
CONDUCTIVITY OF THE PLASMA IN THE OUTER MAGNETOSPHERE 

CONDUCTIVITY (ohm-m)-1

<^cT 1.3 x 103
crT  x io-11
— ' -4x 10

The values of , and Cr^ , are small compared to 
But the important factor which determines the polari
sation of the hydromagnetic waves is the ratio •

7 ^(See p. 42) This ratio has value 10 and therefore 
elliptic polarization is expected for hydromagnetic 
waves propagating at small angle with the magnetic field 
directions. This is because whenever there is a pertur
bation along one axis a significant Hall current flows 
and adds a small magnetic perturbation in the perpendic
ular direction. In other words from Chapter III (p. 44)
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when isy An*y the waves propagating within 10° of the
CaJ j v

field line are highly elliptically polarized.
•After discussing and computing several plasma para- 

meters in the magnetosphere, we give a table of several 
ratios the values of which must be known in many assump
tions. These ratios are given in Table 8.

TABLE 8

SOME USEFUL DIMENSIONLESS RATIOS

CJ 10-3
cTL/

( 7   &  10f
V e t

>rCJt
C 10

12

10

_ C j p _  5

c + S l i  10

io9
UJ2-

108
C5

L 16

f £

S i
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We have calculated the parameters usually needed 
in plasma physics of the magnetosphere. These values 
from various tables may not be exact since the values 
of Nj T and B are subject to change depending on the 
geophysical and solar events. But they represent the 
typical values one might expect on the average and should 
certainly give some idea about the medium. However all 
these computations and conclusions are derived for hydro- 
magnetic waves of period 100 - 200 seconds and some of 
the conclusions may not be valid fdr waves of longer or 
shorter period.



APPENDIX C

HYDROMAGNETIC WAVES AS A LOW FREQUENCY LIMIT 
OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES

We have shown in Chapter II that hydromagnetic 
waves can he regarded as the vibrations of material lines 
from the "frozen-in" field concept. There the changes 
in the magnetic field were obtained. We wish to connect 
hydromagnetic waves with electromagnetic waves. We 
should consider the electric field through the wave equa
tion. This is done as follows:
Consider the two Maxwell equations

The only term in the above expression not containing E 
is . Its equivalent expression is obtained from Ohm’s
law with the approximation ^ > 0 °  in Chapter I,
Section 3. There we had

(C.l)
(C.2)

Taking the curl of (C.l) and using (C.2).,

(c.47

Taking the partial derivative of equation (C.4)
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The value of is obtained by adding the
equations (A.l) and (A.2) in Appendix A; they give

Neglecting-^7^ and ^cj> , with equation (C.5) we haveIf - -k(Z*s)*?. - fv-®.--Sx
with B »JT = o .

~ 2 £  =  
P m  

- y r  =  ~gi a i
f m  ~&t

Using this expression in equation (C.3) we have

\ f 'E  -  /  K e K m ' )  1 / f

2L ' o
~f~ /q ^^ V 3 /

where is diectric constant, E ~ K e L̂,, JU. — ^U^and C2 = 
) 1-

- 1/2The phase velocity is = C (K) where di
electric constant K = Kg + C2qfm.

This is the low frequency dielectric constant. Usually, 
K »  Kg K^, therefore

/; =  —

This shows that Alfven waves are electromagnetic waves 
propagating in the plasma with magnetic field in the low 
frequency limit.
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APPENDIX D 

PRINCIPLES OF THE FLUX-GATE MAGNETOMETER

The flux-gate magnetometer consists of a core of 
easily saturable ferromagnetic material of a very high 
permeability (u) with an external winding. When an A.C. 
voltage is applied to the winding it produces a magnetic 
field

4- -
(D.l)

as shown in Figure D.l. This varying magnetic field drives 
the core through the B - H cycle and into saturation as 
shown in Figure D.2.

Now consider that we have some external field 
Ho; the total field is

t )  ^  h e p G S t v t  (D.2)

This total field H decreases during one half cycle 
and increase during another half cycle. The external 
field along the core keeps the core saturated along one 
direction of the driving field, h (t), longer than the 
other. (See Figure D.3). Because of this the induced 
EMF in a secondary coil will be distorted (see Figure D. 
and will have an asymmetrical wave having even end odd 
harmonics of the driving frequency. These odd and even 
harmonics are the functions of the external field H , 
but only even harmonics are sensitive to its sign and
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h *h0 cos<ut

(D I) (D2)

EMFe

' \ Bs f (jx,H0+  hj, cos « t )

(D 3) (0 4)
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vanish when Hq vanishes. Measurement of the amplitude 
of one or more even harmonics of the outpnt EMF provides 
a means of measuring the external field along the core.

Two basic methods are used to make such measure
ments. If we use all even harmonics we have the advantage 
of using more available energy but the electronics is 
complicated. The method of using only one even harmonic 
means less energy is available but there is the advantage 
of a less complex electronic circuit.

Two problems are inherent in the flux gate mag
netometer. The signal voltage corresponding to zero 
magnetic field may change ("drift") after calibration.
Then relative measurements, changes in the magnetic 
field component are possible but the absolute value is 
as uncertain as the knowledge at the zero field signal 
voltage. Drift is caused by temperature changes, supply 
voltage changes and aging. A second problem is a change 
In the sensitivity or change in slope of the signal voltage 
versus magnetic field. This problem is easier to correct 
and to detect in satellite use than the first. These 
probelms have been considered in the experiment from which 
the results discussed in Chapter III were obtained.
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APPENDIX E

TRANSFORMATION OF THE VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD FROM THE 
B, COORDINATE SYSTEM TO THE GEOCENTRIC

SPHERICAL COORDINATE SYSTEM

The measurement of magnetic field is obtained from 
the satellite data as B ,cx£y, ^  , the field magnitude and 
the spacecraft direction angles. We are interested in ob
taining the components of the magnetic field Br, B^, B^ 
in the geocentric spherical coordinate system. The follow
ing method was followed to achieve this transformation:

(a) First find the Right Ascension ̂ g  and Declina
tion S-n 'the magnetic field vector B.

-D----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---

(b) From this find the Azimuth Ag and Elevation 
Eg of the magnetic field vector at the sub
satellite point on the earth.

(c) Use these to obtain BT, B̂  , B^
Consider the celestial sphere shown in Figure 5«

All the pertinent information is represented on that sphere
1) Right Ascension and Declination of the 

spin axis of the satellite are represented by
Z on the sphere.

2) Right AscensionoC^ and Declination of the 
aun are represented by point H. These may be 
obtained from the American Ephemeris and Naut
ical Almanac. They were computed here in a 
routine IBM 1620 program for better accuracy
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Also, from the sine law for a spherical triangle

s 7 i T z / T   (E-5)
From equations (E.4) and (E.5) we compute PZH.

Using equation (E.2) by knowledge of , we have

B'ZP='¥-PZH (e.6)
Now, we have all the necessary information to 

calculate from the spherical triangle PBZ as
follows:

1. Calculation of
From triangle PBZ, we have

5  C o s G<-SihSs-+5fHDC CosSs C o s T > Z  P  (e.7)

2. Calculation of r>
We want actually Y n in Figure 5

V/i/ -  C*^ —  (E-8)

We can calculate NQ which is the same as angle NPQ, 
from the spherical triangle PBZ.

From the sine law,
S;„ _ S,n P z s ___
S . Y > a T ~

Sin NPQ = ’>JJ2 .PA M .  (E.9) 

Also, _
Cos NPQ, = ---— J-~ (E.10)

(Zo S <ZZg>
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Therefore, we have the Declination of the field 
vector from (E.7) and Right Ascension of the field
from (E.8) with (E.9) and (E.10).
b) Calculation of the Azimuth Ag and Elevation Eg of the
field vector at the subsatellite point translated to the 
earth.

We know the longitude and latitude of the satel
lite position at any time. From Figure 6 we can find the 
azimuth AB and the elevation Eg of the field vector. In 
order to do this we should know tg, the hour angle of the 
field vector. The field hour angle is given by

tg = cCg - hour angle of the vernal equinox
- longitude of satellite. (E.ll)

The hour angle of the vernal equinox is available 
for any day and time from a program prepared for IBM 1620, 
so we can find tg. From the spherical triangle KPB,

=  ^ I ' l& S 'n c ig  -t- C o s d C o s J g C o itg  (E-12)

A  C & s S r ,A #  —  -------  &

Si tot B <E-13>

c) Calculation of Bp, B^ , B^ .
Now we can calculate components of the magnetic 

field vector In geocentric spherical coordinate system 
from the values of B, oC , Vp .
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We have,

^  > V ? (E.14)

■i.&»A -
B (E.15)

where Br is along the radius vector toward the earth’s 
center, up and B ^  eastward. Since we know B, Ag,
Eg we have these equations:

(E.17)

^ 6  ^  E g  (E. 18)

l y  - B p - t a n A ^  (E.19)

Thus, we have Br, B^ , and B^ from the above equations.
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